Velcoome ta ‘Mordanburg’,
I think it’s for you we wait. You look like you’ve not been here
before, friend.
Let my fellow here take your bag. So, should I tell you
something of this great port city as we go. Come, follow me.
See that brooding walled burg on the promontory up over there
on the east bank, that’s ‘Anburg’ where all our men of power
and fair women of beauty live. Come friend follow closer, it’s
better you keep in between us. Down here on this side we’re on
the wharfs of the west bank of the great ‘Langa’ river. See all
the way along this huge curving bend in the river, a great
sprawling port and to us who live and work here, the west bank
is the real city. T’was here on this low curving bank, hundreds
of seasons ago, that Mordaki Bluetooth the great ‘Green Sea’
reiver made his settlement, and that settlement grew to be
‘Mordavig’ a great reivers’ port. Come along this way now and
mind these ropes under foot. You see ‘Mordavig’ was great
before the first stones of those walls over there were ever laid,
one upon the other. Yet now over there, they think they are our
masters and we on this side, are their river scum.
Ah, here on this quay beside these warehouses, smell the
evening air now my friend. Can you pick out a scent of exotic
trade goods over the stink of all those fish oil barrels, or that
constant whiff of black river mud under these wharfs. Quick
come, follow me closer friend and don’t meet the eyes of those
coming this way on our right. Those particular wharf gangers
were a mean hearted sort and a little too many of them this
time for my big fellow ‘Tigman’ to dissuade easily. Along over
here now on our left is where you can take a tender out to one
of those sea worthy vessels at anchor in mid-river. On one of
these you can sail to any port city in any of the fabled realms.
Also just a bit further over there is where you can board a
‘Langa Barge’and travel to ‘Langaholm’.
Away we go this way friend, we leave the wharfs, now down
this alley we go through some back streets, so still you come
close by me, understand. What was I saying, ah yes,
‘Langaholm’ t’is the fur and silver traders’ town set out from its
river island on stilts. For streets and alleys it has waterways
between the houses. It’s so far up river from here, over twenty
days away to the east, but only fourteen days to come back
down river home.

Below the first foot hills of the ‘Karpoth Mountains’
‘Langaholm’ sits on a lake in another bend of this river, it’s just
before where the ‘Langa’ is joined by the ‘Ruga Falls’. Often
counted as first and last stage for many a fellowship heading
up into the dark vales and frozen white peaks of ‘Karpothia’,
it’s also a good place to join a merchant caravan heading north
over the ‘Grass Sea’ to ‘White Wynfell’, but that nation and
those mountains are two very different places, I will tell you
more of them both later.
Oh, I forget, my name is Migvillam and ‘Mordanburg’ though
not the place I’ve always lived is the place of my birth and for
some years now home to my wife and daughter, a place I still
work in from time to time and a place I love to come home to.
Enough of me, so my friend what of you, you say you’re
looking for board and clean lodgings but why are you here in
‘Mordanburg’. I can usually tell a fellow’s business by their
look, but you, I don’t read you so good! Could you be wanting
to take the ‘Teuden Forest’road south, are you bound that way
for ‘Sleevigval’that sleepy town deep in those woods. Or maybe
you go that way only to turn west, as you’re a messenger, or
learned scrivener, heading all the way to a great noble’s
residence in ‘Teudenburg’, capital of this the realm of ‘The
Teuden League’. So are you good with pen or sword, maybe
both if I were to hazard a guess, well, you don’t have to tell me.
Here now friend we stop, these are good lodgings before us, a
clean bed, good ale and wholesome board. And as for you, I
think I know what you’re about. Go to any of the taverns and
ale houses on our high streets or any of the gin pits or grog
hovels down any of these back streets or side alleys and in each
you will find what you look for. Fellows with adventures in
mind looking for other keen fellows to join in their
adventurous, and no doubt very profitable, fellowship. Come
now friend follow me inside, sleep here tonight and start again
tomorrow. For tonight this, my humble home is yours for
tuppence and my wife will cook roast duck for an extra
ha’penny. My daughter will fetch us ale as my fellow ‘Tigman’
takes your bag and shows you to your room. There you can
wash and later after we eat together, we will take of our pipes
by the hearth and I will tell you more. It could be that what I
am about, two days hence, is just what you look for...

The Legends Of Fabled Realms
An Introduction

This is a small action, skirmish game, allowing you to play
out the bloody fights that happen the length and breadth of
the Fabled Realms.
The Legends Of Fabled Realms, at its basic level has
replaced traditional ‘I Go, You Go’ gameplay with the
‘Momentum’ gameplay system of interacting actions and
reactions. From the start of the game you have the ability to
react to the actions of the other player as they happen,
allowing both players to interrupt and disrupt the
intentions of their opponent. Bringing a refreshing and
challenging level of friction to tabletop wargaming, The
Legends Of Fabled Realms makes it so that you will not
spend your opponent’s turn as a hapless observer of your
own downfall.
Each player chooses to align themselves with one of the
factions within the domain of the Tueden League, in the
Fabled Realms. This could be the duty-bound Eightfold
Path, the ravenous Druggoi Covens, the tireless
Mordanburg State Guard or any of the two-bit Sellswords
that roam these lands. As the game expands, so will the
number of factions available to play.
There are two broad types of miniatures available to the
Warbands, Characters (dynamic individuals with rare
equipment and enhanced statistics) and their henchmen
(rank and file troops). As your experience increases, and
depending on which faction you play, you will find your
own ideal ratio of characters to henchmen. After just a few
games of The Legends Of Fabled Realms you will soon be
able to expand your characters’ abilities, bringing yet
greater dexterity to gameplay, and making each decision
count for the struggle between life and death in the wilds of
the Tueden League.

So what's in this Book

To start off with, you will find a brief history of the Tueden
League, with in depth background details regarding the
races, regions and cultures. The advantages and
disadvantages for each Warband in The Legends Of Fabled
Realms have been tailored to reflect their own background
and character. So a greater understanding of the Eightfold
Path’s history may lead to some amazing narrative
moments in game that play off, not only spectacularly, but
leave you with a great memory of the game.
Following that comes the core rules and game mechanics.
Everything from how to read the dice, move and fight with
your warband miniatures and play devastating ability
cards, will all be explained step by step. The Momentum
system is fully described and shown so that you will be
diving into a fresh game before you know it.
Next comes Warband Creation. The factions are described
briefly and their individual characters, henchman and
equipment listed. Once your warband is ready to go you
will find a selection of six scenarios. These scenarios not
only lead you through the mechanics of The Legends Of
Fabled Realms but also lead you into the basic Legacy
System. This will bring a campaign-esque feel to games as
they become linked, allowing you to take your characters
and henchmen from fresh-faced youths through to heroes,
or villains, known throughout the realms.
Lastly, you will find loads of how-to help in our hobby
section. Our terrain makers, Adam Cresswell-Jeal and Ben
Jeal, describe how to bring your table to life and reflect the
environments of the Fabled Realms. Our painter, John
Johansson, details how he made each Warband come to life
with hints and tips.

BASICS

“The basics of combat. At its purest form, it is to kill them before they kill you, but it is also
so much more. From the beat of battle, to the cries of your enemies, your first time on the
battlefield is an experience you will never forget.”

BASICS
What you will need

To play The Legends Of Fabled Realms you will need the following items;
· A tape measure or measure stick (anything measuring inches/centimetres)
· Sets of five differently coloured six-sided dice (preferably yellow, green, blue, purple and red)
· Two Warbands of miniatures with associated miniature statistic cards and Ability cards
· A minimum playing area of 2' x 4' (in metric, 60cm x 120cm) but the game is normally played on a 4' x 4' area (120cm
x 120cm)
· As many terrain pieces as you feel you will need (terrain is an important part of the game)

Game Scale

Fabled Realms is played with 32mm scale (to the eye)
miniatures on average. This scale is also sometimes referred
to as ‘28mm Heroic’ but a player new to wargaming might
also know this as 1/52nd scale. That is to say 52 times
smaller than the real world.
The distances in Fabled Realms have been designed to give
the best playing experience while retaining a feeling of
range that is not common in wargaming. Therefore, most
miniatures with ranged weapons can fire them across the
length of the table, as long as they have line of sight to an
enemy miniature. Close range weapons, such as pistols and
thrown weapons, do have a set range listed on their profiles.

Measuring

All measurements between miniatures are made from base
edge to base edge, unless specified otherwise, and a player
may pre-measure to check distances at any time. All
distance measurements in the game are written in inches
but you can use centimetres if you prefer, as long as both
players stick to the same measurements for the entire game.
Additionally, any time a rule specifies for a miniature to be
within a certain distance of another miniature, eg. 1", then
as long as the distance between base edges is 1" or less, then
the models are within 1". If a miniature uses an ability to
place something, like a Fire Wall, within a certain distance
then just part of it must be placed within that distance. If a
rule specifies for a miniature to be ‘wholly within’ a certain
distance then the entire base of the miniature must be
within that distance from the base edge of the miniature
causing the rule. A miniature placing an object wholly
within a set distance, like a Fire Wall, must place the entire
object within that distance of their base edge.

Line of Sight

Line of Sight is the phrase used when determining what a
miniature can see on tabletop. Fabled Realms uses True
Line of Sight, that is to say if it could be seen by the
miniature then it is in Line of Sight. Many situations call
for you to determine whether or not a miniature has Line of
Sight to it’s objective.
It is important to remember that in The Legends Of Fabled
Realms if a miniature is moving through another’s Line of
Sight at any point from where it starts, to where it finishes,
depending on who has Situational Awareness Priority
(usually determined as part of a Conflicted Action), it may
have been in Line of Sight when the enemy reacted.
For a miniature to have Line of Sight to another you must
be able to trace a straight, unblocked line from a part of
that miniature’s body (head, torso, arms or legs) to any
part of their target’s body. If all that the miniature can see
is the target’s weapon or accessories then that miniature
does not have Line of Sight.
In the case of a Conflicted Action, Line of Sight can be
measured to a target at the beginning, end or during an
action.
Most of the time Line of Sight will be obvious from the
overhead view of the player, but if not then try and look
from your miniature’s perspective.

Active And Reactive Player

Fabled Realms has both players involved at all times. The
game is still divided into game turns, with players able to
make actions within each turn, however one is Active and
the other Reactive.
During each turn one player is always the instigator,
declaring their intention for the next action and deciding
when the turn is over (they wish to make no more actions).
We call them the Active player. The other player can react
to the Active player’s actions, hence they are the Reactive
Player for that turn.
The Reactive player can opt to disrupt their opponent's
actions using aggressive actions of their own, move or rally
troops elsewhere on the table or save their Momentum and
not react. Remember doing nothing is sometimes the best
reaction choice.

Momentum

The Legend Of Fabled Realms uses what we call the
‘Momentum’ gameplay system of interacting actions and
reactions. This allows both players to interrupt and disrupt
the intentions of their opponent. Momentum is recorded
and received by players as Momentum tokens at specific
times throughout the game. In almost all circumstances to
make an action or reaction requires a player to spend
Momentum tokens from their Momentum Pool.

DICE

“To survive out here you need to remember your training. Not just how to start a fire, hunt
for your food or find shelter, but also the basics of combat, in case you’re set upon by a
group of bandits or ne’er-do-wells. Like all things in life, if you remember the foundations
of your skills you can’t go far wrong”

Dice

Dice rolls are an integral part of Fabled Realms game play,
used to find the outcome of many checks and actions. To
play this game you will need six-sided dice, preferably of
five different colours, to represent different levels of skill.
The statistics for characters, henchman and abilities are all
shown as a number of dice and of what colour. Each
different colour requires a different value to score a success.
To succeed at several checks and actions you will need to
score a certain number of successes.
We use the dice shown opposite to play but if you don’t
have some or all of these colours then there are a couple of
options, as long as both players use the same method. You
can either roll your standard dice separately for each
colour type or replace the colours with your own.

Dice Types
: Yellow Dice are the weakest dice and are shown as
: Green Dice are slightly better and are shown as

.
.

: Blue Dice are the average dice and are shown as

.

: Purple Dice are above average and are shown as

.

: Red Dice are the strongest dice and are shown as

.

Using Dice In The Legends Of
Fabled Realms

In Fabled Realms dice are used in four main ways; as part
of a competing check, as part of an opposed check, as part
of a narrative check or for counting levels. For the three
checks you must roll to see how many successes you can
score and for counting levels each dice has a value.
When dice are being thrown they are first gathered, based
on what type of check is being made, into a dice pool. This
dice pool is sometimes subject to modifiers, like
adding/removing dice or changing their level.

Competing Checks

Competing checks or competing rolls are a form of dice roll
in which one player is trying to find out how powerful an
ability could be, or how skilful an action is, by trying to
score as high a result as they can.
This will typically be written as ‘testing’ against one or
more character or henchman statistics. On the ability card
below, Only The Money Matters, the special ability requires
a competing check.
Only The Money Matters

Scoring Successes

2

Yellow Dice: scores a success on a roll of a 6

Sell Sword Guild

Green Dice: scores a success on a roll of 5+

Strong In Body, play at any time, this
model increases its
by
for the
rest of the turn.

Blue Dice: scores a success on a roll of 4+

Only The Money Matters, play at any
time, test
for if you roll a single
success remove all fear tokens on this
unit.

Purple Dice: scores a success on a roll of 3+
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Red Dice: scores a success on a roll of 2+

Critical Success

A result which is 2 higher than required for a success
becomes 2 successes instead. To use some abilities a critical
has to have been rolled as part of the check
Blue Dice: scores a critical on a roll of a 6
Purple Dice: scores a critical on a roll of 5+
Red Dice: scores a critical on a roll of a 4+

Counting Levels
Yellow Dice: are worth 1 level
Green Dice: are worth 2 levels
Blue Dice: are worth 3 levels
Purple Dice: are worth 4 levels
Red Dice: are worth 5 levels

In this instance the player using the card tests against
Morale. They form their dice pool from those listed under
the Morale statistic of the character that they have played
the card on (modifying the dice pool for equipment and/or
abilities and skills) and will pass the check as long as they
roll as many successes as needed for the ability.
If Karlek was using this ability he
would use his Morale of
and
would hope to roll a 4+, thereby
ridding his unit of all fear tokens.

Karlek Dumaka

Some competing rolls will state that after passing the check,
you may Spend Dice to gain additional effects. If enough
dice are Spent so that there are no remaining successes then
the ability will still count as having been used successfully.

Competing Checks

A rule will call for a test to be made
Gather the dice for that statistic
Modify the dice pool and roll
The check succeeds if the requisite roll is met or
exceeded
• Spend Dice for additional effects

•
•
•
•

Opposed Checks

For an opposed roll for priority:

Opposed checks or opposed rolls are a form of dice roll in
which the opposing players are attempting to beat each
other’s dice roll with their own. Typically this check is
made when one player is making an aggressive action
against the other, such as when fighting in a Combat action
or to check who has Situational Awareness Priority.
One player acts as the attacker and the other acts as the
defender, dependent on what action is being performed.
The attacker forms their dice pool first, based on the
statistics required for the check and rolls. They now have
the chance to Spend Dice on abilities, if they want and are
able, before the defender rolls.
Now the defender forms their dice pool and rolls, also
having the chance to Spend Dice on abilities, before
resolving the final result. The players’ remaining successes
will cancel each other out 1-for-1 until only one player is
left with any successes.

Opposed Checks

•
•
•
•
•

The attacker gathers their dice and rolls
The attacker may Spend Dice
The defender gathers their dice and rolls
The defender may Spend Dice
Each player’s successes cancel out 1-for-1

Since most of the time opposed checks will be made for
attacks from shooting/in combat, or for determining
Situational Awareness Priority, the following shows basic
examples of those two scenarios.
For an opposed roll in combat:

A

B
Human
Halberdier

Dwarven
Axeman

V
Player A’s Dwarven Axeman is attacking player B’s Human
Halberdier.
Player A gathers the dice for the Dwarf’s Combat ( ) and
rolls. Both dice have scored successes, for 2 in total. If
player A had an ability, or played a card, that allowed the
Spending of dice, they’d do it now.
Player B gathers the dice for the Human’s Defence ( )
and rolls. The purple die scores a single success. Player B
would now also have the chance to Spend dice if they can.
Assuming no Spending happens and the dice results stay
the same then the remaining successes cancel out, leaving
player A with one success.

B

A

Elven
Mage

Goblin
Spearmen
Human
Archers

V

Player A has declared that the Goblin Spearmen are
charging the Human Archers. Player B has reacted by
having the Elven Mage cast a Fireball spell on the Goblins.
Player A gathers the dice for Situational Awareness ( )
and rolls scoring 2 successes. Player A can now Spend dice
if they have the ability.
Player B gathers the dice for Situational Awareness (
and rolls scoring 4 successes. Player B also now has a
chance to Spend dice.

)

Assuming no Spending happened then the remaining
successes cancel out, leaving 2 successes for player A. For
Situational Awareness Priority, if the result had been a
draw then the active player would win.

Narrative Check

If at any time a player wants to do something that is cool or
interesting but these rules do not cover it then a narrative
check can be made.
The player making the action gets to roll a single die and as
long as they score a success, the event happens. Decide
between yourselves how difficult the task is to accomplish
and choose the die that reflects that difficulty. So,
could
be used for something easy like smashing a window or for
something harder like jumping from a rooftop to a ledge. If
a faster, less heavily equipped miniature, then attempted
the jump after the first, you could roll
instead.

Modifying Dice

Some abilities or game effects will either allow or force the
player to alter the dice in their pool, such as adding or
subtracting dice and/or altering the levels of the dice.
Cleaving Strike

1

Spending Dice

Some abilities give the option to Spend rolled dice to gain
other effects. In all cases where this is used, after a player
has rolled their dice, they total their successes as normal.
Based on the spending cost listed for an ability, dice can
now be removed from play to gain that effect.
For example, the ability Deadly Cut states: “This miniature
may spend a critical to gain three successes.”
The Combat roll shown here
would normally be a total of
three successes for the
+3
defender to worry about but
successes
by using Deadly Cut, the
critical is removed from play, leaving one success. This
success when added to Deadly Cut makes for a total of four
successes. The die (the successes it generates) are lost and
turned into something else. There are many other effects for
Spending such as putting Disorient tokens on an enemy
unit or gaining High Impact for that combat.

Spending Dice

After a roll has been made, dice can be Spent
Spent Dice are removed from play and the successes on
those dice are gone
• Another ability will now take effect instead
•
•

Wallenstein
Strong In Body, play at any time, this
model gains
to
for the rest of the
turn.

Cleaving Strike, play at the start of
combat, test
for each success rolled
this character can increase their
by
one of their
dice. Each dice can only
be added once, so a model with
could only add
to
.
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The card Cleaving Strike has a modifier as part of its
common ability, Strong In Body. In this instance the
miniature that has the card played on them will add
to
their Defence dice pool until the end of the turn.
Other modifiers might change the levels of the dice, either
upgrading or downgrading. When a die is upgraded it
becomes the colour of the next highest, eg. a becomes a ,
however it can’t be upgraded past a
. When a die is
downgraded it becomes the colour of the next lowest, eg. a
becomes a
, with
being removed if downgraded.

Multiple Modifiers In Order

When multiple sources of different modifiers are being
applied to a dice roll, usually for a check, then there is a
specific order that this plays out.
Dice are first gathered based on the character or
henchman’s statistics (natural and equipment). Based on
game mechanics and ability cards, additions/subtractions of
dice are done first, followed by changing of dice levels. The
dice would now be rolled (some abilities do allow additional
dice to be added after this roll).
Any re-roll abilities would then be used and then finally any
abilities that cause dice to be set to certain values. A die can
be re-rolled several times as long as the source of each reroll is only used once per die.

Units

“When moving throughout the Tueden League you will find many different groups of
folk. The brave, cloaked men of the Eightfold Path or maybe a band of Sellswords on
their way to the city of Daldorr. Most of these warbands are made up of strong
warriors, heroes or villains, and their henchmen. Some are natural-born leaders, able
to bolster men to fight and work harder, some learned practitioners of spell-casting or
maybe just measured by their mastery of bloodshed.”

Basing Models

Miniatures of individual soldiers in Fabled Realms are
based for the game predominantly on 25mm diameter
bases, but in the case of some miniatures the base size may
be larger.
Each race has it’s own base size, that the Fabled Realms
miniatures will come with in their kit. If you’re using
miniatures from other manufacturers or kitbashing from
several sources it is recommended sticking to those
described in the Race Section.

Unit Allegiance

All miniatures in a player’s warband are friendly
miniatures. All miniatures in an opposing player’s warband
are enemy miniatures. Some miniatures may temporarily
switch sides, or be given to a player based on the scenario
or special rules/abilities.

Characters

Characters are the most important miniatures you will
have on the battlefield, they represent the best, strongest
and brightest of your warband. Characters are rated as
either Leaders (of which you can have only one) and Heroes
(of which you can have several depending on the faction).
Characters are destined to fulfil great feats and so have
access to ability cards and are less likely to die in the field.

Henchmen

Henchmen are the rank and file troops of warbands. These
miniatures are not able to use ability cards (until they reach
a certain level) and they are more likely to die from their
wounds in the field but are more numerous than
characters.

Statistics

Each miniature has a Miniature Card with its own statistics. This shows the miniature’s abilities and characteristics for the
game. The statistics are laid out as shown in the card below;
Front
Type

Cost Per
Miniature

Eightfold Spearmen
33

Equipment

Equipment
Spear and Medium Armour

Traits
Traits
Sculptor

Henchmen, E ightfold Path.
Group size 1-4

Traits: Any traits that affect the miniature. These will not
be included in the miniature’s statistics but will be included
under Special Rules and Keywords on the back.

Type: This shows the name of the miniature(s), for basic
henchmen most often written as race followed by main
weapon, eg. Human Spearmen but could also be rank or
position for elite troops, eg. Patrician’s Guard.
Characters will instead have their name here. Only 1 of
each named character can ever be in a warband.

Henchmen will have their current group size listed under
traits to show how many henchmen are part of that group,
for example Group Size 2.

Equipment: This section shows the equipment that the
miniatures are equipped with. All listed equipment has
already been accounted for in the miniature’s statistics.

Cost Per Miniature: This is the cost that will be paid from a
warband’s Start-Up Gold, at the beginning of a Legacy
Campaign, or Initial Gold for a one-off game.
Back

Type
Situational
Awareness

Faction

Human Spear
Stamina
Magika

Combat
Shoot

Morale

Defence

Command
-

-

Level
Special Rules
& Keywords

1

2

Special Rules & Key Words
Heavy Spear, Medium Armour, Eightfold Path,
Human

Hit Points

Type: A repeat of the miniature(s) name from the front.
Situational Awareness ( ): This is used to show the ability
of a miniature to react quickly when they need to and their
ability to strike first in Combat.
Combat ( ): This is used to represent the ability of a
miniature to hit and to cause wounds upon their opponent
in the brutal confines of Combat.

Faction: This is the faction that the miniature(s) belong to,
making it available only to a warband of the same faction.
Some miniatures have the ability to join multiple factions.
Stamina ( ): This is a measure of a miniature’s ability to
complete physically taxing actions, as well as sometimes to
measure a miniature’s strength. Stamina is one of the two
statistics used for Ability Deck Creation.

Shoot ( ): This is used to show the ability of the miniature
to be able to put a shot on target when using a ranged
weapon like a bow or crossbow.

Magika ( ): This is a miniature’s ability to use magika to
cast spells and can be used for mental fortitude against
abilities that harm a miniature’s psyche. Magika is one of
the two statistics used for Ability Deck Creation.

Defence ( ): This is used to represent how difficult a
miniature is to harm. It is normally used to resist the effects
of being hit in combat or from range. Defence is often
increased with armour and equipment as this makes the
miniature tougher to cut or pierce.

Morale ( ): This statistic is based on a miniature’s
resolution to stand against the odds or willpower to resist
enemy effects. It represents how many Fear tokens a
miniature can suffer before it is broken and how quickly it
can rally.

Level ( ): This is used to show the miniature’s skill and
experience. Henchmen of level 5 or higher gain the ability
to use ability cards.

Command ( ): This represents how good a miniature is at
controlling troops in the chaos of the battlefield. Normally
only used by characters, this statistic is sometimes used by
special miniatures and creatures. Command is used for
generating Momentum and for drawing ability cards. It
also shows how large a unit this miniature can control.

Special Rules And Key Words: These are rules that affect
the miniature in game. Some of these are boosts to checks
for certain statistics, others are keywords that allow
abilities to be used. For example, Spear allows the
miniature to use the Reach special rule. Keywords are
written in grey and Special Rules are written in brown.

Hit Points ( ): This is a measure of how resistant to pain
and injury a miniature is. When a miniature has suffered
wounds equal to their hit points they are taken out of action
and have to test for death.

Equipment Statistics

Most equipment will increase the statistics of the miniature
carrying them. This is usually because of weapons and
armour but can include magical tomes or mundane gear.
Where dice are provided by equipment, it is separated from
the miniature’s normal statistics by this symbol . This is
because certain effects and abilities can only affect dice
provided by equipment.

What Is A Unit

A unit in The Legends Of Fabled Realms is any
combination of miniatures that move and fight together on
the tabletop. The more miniatures in a unit, the less
Momentum is needed, as all of a unit’s miniatures perform
the action together. The Momentum cost is the same no
matter how many miniatures there are within the unit. On
the other hand, the whole unit is affected by Fear tokens
and can be targeted by a single enemy attack.
A unit can be as small as one miniature by itself and up to a
limit set by the miniature with the highest Command within
the unit.
Units may not end their move within 2" of a friendly
unit unless they are forming a new unit together.
• Units may not end their move within 1" of an enemy
unit unless they have declared it the target of a Charge
action
•

Forming And Joining Units

All miniatures within a unit must be within 2” of another
miniature in the unit, unless Engaged in combat, to remain
part of the unit.
Units can be joined at any time, as part of an action. To do
this, the player pays the normal Momentum cost for the
action declared and states which miniatures have joined
which unit. A miniature has to move within 2” of another
miniature from the other unit at either the start, or the end
of the action, to be able to join the unit. This generally
means that miniatures only join together when a Move,
Charge or Combat action has been declared but some other
circumstances may lead to miniatures being within 2".
In scenarios where miniatures move onto the board during
the game, the controlling player states which miniatures
form up a unit when they move on to the table.

Units With Tokens Joining Units
Which Already Have Tokens

If a unit with tokens joins another unit, that also has tokens

on it, then they finish the action with only the highest value
of each different type of token. A unit with 1 Momentum
and 2 Fear tokens, and a unit with no Momentum and 3
Fear tokens would, after joining, have a total of 1
Momentum and 3 Fear tokens.

Unit coherency is 2"
Units can form up by ending a Move, Charge or Combat
action within 2" of each other
• Units with tokens that form up don’t combine tokens.
They keep only the highest value of each token type

•
•

Breaking Units Up

Units can break-up at any time, as part of an action. To do
this, the player pays the normal Momentum cost for the
action declared and states which miniatures will take part
in that action. Any miniatures not taking part will be left
behind and become another unit, as long as at the end of
the action they are not within 2" of one of the miniatures
that moved away. This generally means that miniatures
only leave units when a Move, Charge or Combat action
has been declared but some other circumstances may lead
to miniatures being left outside of 2" coherency.

What To Do With Tokens When
A Unit Breaks-up

When a unit is broken up, the player places the same
number of Fear and Momentum tokens by each new unit
equal to that of the original unit before the action that
separated them.

Say that a unit of five miniatures, that had 1 Fear and 2
Momentum, used a Move action to break-up into two units.
Three miniatures are using the action to move away whilst
two are left behind. The new unit of three miniatures that
moved would now have 1 Fear and 2 Momentum tokens
and then +1 Momentum token (making a total of 3) for the
Move action. The new unit of two miniatures that was left
behind would have 1 Fear and 2 Momentum tokens only, as
they didn’t use the action.

Unexpected Unit Break-ups

An unexpected unit break-up can occur in two
circumstances, either after a Shoot action has been resolved
or after a combat has finished.

After resolving a Shoot action, if some miniatures in the
unit are no longer within 2" coherency of another
miniature in the same unit then they might break-up. If by
the end of their next action they are not moved to be within
2" of each other then they have broken up and must be
treated as separate units.
After a combat has finished, either by one side having no
miniatures left to fight or by one side disengaging and
running away, units might break-up. If by the end of their
next action they are not moved to be within 2" of each other
then they have broken up and must be treated as separate
units.

Units can break-up by having some miniatures use a
Move, Charge or Combat action
• The moving miniatures can not be within 2" of the
miniatures left behind at the end of their move
• If the unit breaking up had tokens, then each unit from
the original would have the same number of each type of
token after the break, except for the Momentum that was
used to move them apart
• The moving unit would have gained a Momentum after
the separation and the left behind unit would not have
• Units might have an unexpected break-up
• If they’re next action brings them within coherency then
they remain a unit, otherwise they break-up

•

Unit Command Level

The character with the highest Command, or the henchman
with the highest command if there are no characters, within
a unit determines the command level of the unit. If that
miniature has their Command reduced below others in the
unit, or leaves the unit, then the command level is set by the
character with the next highest Command, (or henchman if
there are no characters in the unit) from one of the
remaining miniatures in the unit.

Unit Size

A unit can be as small as only one miniature and has a
maximum size based upon the command level of the unit.
A unit can be formed of a number of additional miniatures
equal to the unit command level +1. Therefore, a Hero with
a Command of 3 could have four additional miniatures
with them to form a unit. A henchman with a command of 0
could have only one additional miniature with them to form
a unit.
Unit Command Level is determined as follows;
Character with the highest Command
If there are no characters, then the henchman with the
highest Command

•
•
•

Ability Cards

“While wandering across these Fabled Realms you’ll meet people and creatures with
such abilities that they will seem out of this world. Whether it is the wizards of the
Nonsuch University, the Flay Priests of Grimea or sword-masters of the Tallhoffen
school in Helmburg. It is important to try and understand how these abilities work, so
that you can find ways to counter them.”

Ability Cards

Ability cards are the additional skills, abilities and training
that characters can call upon. These cards also represent
the effects of battle fatigue on your miniatures, as they are
one use only. As the game goes on their ability to perform
spectacular feats of arms or to sling spells reduces.

Using Ability Cards

Ability cards can be used by Characters and by Henchmen
that are Level ( ) 5 and over. To use some cards, you must
match keywords from the cards to those miniatures using
them.
In all circumstances, the rules written on abilities cards will
supersede those of the main rulebook.

Layout Of An Ability Card

An ability card will have listed all the details below;
Ability Card Name

Duty’s End

Card Keywords

Common Ability

Special Ability

1

Ability Card Cost And Type

Eightfold Path
Piercing Strike, play at the start of Combat, this
model gains the High Impact (1) rule, if they
already have High Impact they increase the
rating by 1.

Duty’s End, use when this model becomes a
casualty before rolling. This model may
immediately make an attack. They may also add
up to 3 sets of
to their
, for each
they add to
they downgrade their injury dice
by 1 level. This models attack is only allocated
to the model that caused their last wound.
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Ability Card Name: This is the unique name of the ability card. Each player’s ability card deck can only include 4 copies of
each card with the same Ability Card Name.
Ability Card Cost And Type: This is the cost of the card, in Magika or Stamina, to put it in your deck. The symbol shown
behind the number will be either a seal
, representing stamina cards, or a book 1 , representing magika cards.
Card Keywords: This shows the keywords for the card. Only a miniature with an item, special rule or specific faction that
matches these keywords can use the specific ability of the card.
Common Ability: Any ability marked with
common ability of a card.

shows a common ability. Any miniature able to use ability cards may use the

Special Ability: Any ability marked with
shows a special ability. Only miniatures that can use ability cards, and have a
keyword that matches with the card keywords, can use the special ability of a card.

Ability Card Deck Creation

Before starting a game each player has to create an Ability
Card Deck. To create a deck, a player must first find their
Stamina and Magika totals.
Combine all the Stamina ( ) of all the Characters, and
Henchmen of Level 5+, in your warband. This value
determines the total value of Stamina Cards ( ) you can
have in your deck. Then combine all the Magika ( ) of all
the Characters, and Henchmen of Level 5+, in your
warband. This value determines the total value of Magika
Cards ( ) you can have in your deck. This is your Ability
Card Deck.
A player’s deck must meet the full value of Stamina/Magika
available from their warband. The minimum amount of
cards that can be in a deck is half of the total value that
must be spent on the deck, rounded up, but there isn’t a
maximum for number of cards. The maximum number of
identically named cards that can be in a single deck is 4.
An example warband:
• Elf Leader with 2 and 3

•
•
•

Orc Hero with 4

and 1

Gnome Hero with 1

and 6

This player has a total of 7 and 10 available for
creating their ability deck
• They must use all 7 and all 10 , of which their deck
must be comprised of a minimum of 9 cards (17 halved,
rounded up) and have no more than four copies of each
named card.

Ability Card Deck In Game

At the start of the game shuffle your ability cards face
down. Then your opponent may cut your cards and place
them before you. This is now your draw pile.
At the start of every turn, players will draw from their
draw pile and form a hand of cards from those drawn. As
the game progresses both players will have the opportunity
to play their cards. The cards will either have a permanent
effect, and therefore stay in play, or temporary effect and
be discarded upon that effect running out.
If at any point a player cannot draw any more cards when
they are required to do so then they must discard that
many cards instead.

Ability Cards In Hand

Once a player has drawn a card it is placed in their hand.
Cards can only be played from a player’s hand and only
when specified by the card. There is no limit to the number
of cards that a player may have in hand.
If a card cannot be resolved, eg. because the target is no
longer in line of sight, the mage is now in combat, the
character has been killed etc., then that card is returned to
the player’s hand, not discarded. If the card is cancelled by
an ability, or used but failed to produce an effect (eg. didn’t
roll enough successes), then it is still discarded.

Discarding Cards

When a card has had its effect fully resolved it is placed in
the discard pile. These cards are now out of the game and
cannot be used again this game.

Playing Ability Cards And The
Ability Card Cycle

All ability cards will state at what time they can be played.
For the most part cards will state something along the lines
of “Play at any time” and so a player can play that card at
any point (they do not have to be the active player). Other
cards will say things such as at the start of combat or at the
end of an action.
To use an ability card, a player declares that one of their
characters is going to use that ability card and whether
they are using the common or special ability (not both).
This card is now placed on the table, between the players. A
card played for its common ability is placed at a 90 degree
angle to indicate it’s not using the special ability.
At this point the opposing player can choose to play an
ability card of their own. This can be any ability card, it
doesn’t have to be related, following the same selection and
timing rules as above. It is played on top of the first
player’s card, who can then choose to proceed likewise.
This will continue until one player decides they will not
play any more cards. The remaining player can choose to
play one more ability card, at which point no more ability
cards can be played. This is known as an ability card cycle,
with both players’ cards stacked one on top of the other.
This stack is then resolved from top to bottom, completely
resolving one ability card, before moving onto the next.
Ability cards will state when they can be played
After a player plays a card, their opponent may also
play cards by selecting one and laying it on top
• Continue alternating this until one player passes
• The opponent may play just 1 more card
• Resolve the cards, one at a time, going down the stack

•
•

Ability Card Timings

Play At Any Time: this card can be played at any time
during the game.
Play At The Start Of Combat: this card can only be played
at the start of a Combat round, before any special rules or
attacks are resolved.
Play As A Shoot Action: this card can only be played during
the declaration of a Shoot action. Each character can only
play one card per Shoot action, although if there are
multiple characters in the unit then they can play one card
each. This replaces a miniature’s normal shooting attack.
Play As An Action/Reaction: this card can only be used at a
point when an action is declared. It essentially becomes that
unit’s action and so a normal action can not be used as well.
However, these actions do not cost Momentum nor do they
put Momentum towards a unit’s Momentum limit.
Play When Another Player Plays A Card: these cards can
vary in wording, like “Play when your opponent uses an
ability card in combat” but are generally resolved the same
way, which is only after your opponent plays a card.
Play When “.............”: these cards, like above, require a
condition to happen before they can be played, such as
“Play when you are the target of a Shoot action” or “Play
when a friendly miniature is killed”. As soon as the listed
condition occurs, the card may be played.

Sequence Of Play

“When fighting, the sequence things happen in can be very important. In a duel
between gentlemen, you must follow the proper etiquette and timing. In a backstreet
brawl however, make sure you know when to stab your opponent in the back and
when they might stab you...”

Active And Reactive Player

The Legends Of Fabled Realms has both players involved
at all times, making decisions that influence the game. The
game is still divided into game turns, with many actions
being played within each turn. Every turn, one player is
always the instigator, declaring their intention for the next
action and deciding when the turn is over, otherwise known
as the Active Player. The other player can react to the active
player’s actions, disrupting their plans and moving their
troops to their own advantage, henceforth, they are the
Reactive Player for the turn. At the end of a turn players
will swap roles and continue until the scenario runs out of
turns or one player is defeated.

Sequence Of A Turn

Preparation Phase
• Generate initial Momentum (first turn only)
• Players bid for Active Player (first turn only)
• Draw ability cards
Action Phase
• Active Player declares an action
• Reactive Player declares a reaction
• Resolve action(s)
• Repeat Action Phase or move onto End Phase
End Phase
• Make Nerve Check(s)
• Check for unit Morale
• Check for victory conditions
• Gather and generate Momentum
• Switch Active/Reactive player roles

Preparation Phase

First Turn: If this is the first turn of the game then
generate initial Momentum and bid for who begins as the
Active Player
• Draw Ability Cards: Both players draw cards equal to
their leader’s Command
•

Action Phase

The Action phase is when most of the game will take place.
Actions are made such as moving, shooting and fighting in
close combat.
In the Action phase the Active player declares their next
action to be made by taking the required Momentum
tokens from their Momentum Pool, and placing it at the
point of their intent. The Reactive player can react by
spending their own Momentum tokens to do an action of
their own. These are resolved either straight away or using
the rules for Conflicted Actions. The Active player is free to
make as many actions in this way as they like until they
wish to stop or they run out of Momentum tokens.
The Active player declares an action
The Reactive player decides if they will react and, if so,
declares a reaction
• Players decide if the actions are conflicting
• The actions are resolved
• The Active player decides if they will act again unless
they have spent all of their Momentum. If they have spent
all their Momentum or decide to not complete any more
actions then move on to the End Phase
•
•

End Phase

Both players must check to see if they must make a Nerve
Test for their warbands, starting with the Reactive player.
This doesn’t happen until a warband has been reduced to
50% or less of its miniatures left on the table. After this
both players will check to see if any of their units have
broken by having too many Fear tokens on them. This
might cause that unit to flee during the next turn.
The players must check to see if the victory conditions of
the scenario have been met, in which case the game is over.
All spent momentum is collected up from units and taken
off the table. The Active player discards any unspent
Momentum tokens and generates Momentum by checking
the Command of their remaining characters. The Reactive
player generates Momentum equal to their Leader’s
Command. The Active player and Reactive player now
swap roles.
• Warbands that need to take a Nerve test do so now,
starting with the Reactive player
• Units that have more Fear tokens than Morale in the
unit become broken
• Check to see if either player has won the scenario
• The Active player loses all unspent Momentum and
gains Momentum equal to all of their characters’
Command (that are still in play)
• The Reactive player gains Momentum equal to their
leader’s Command
• The Active player now becomes the Reactive player and
the Reactive player now becomes the Active player

Preparation
Phase

“Preparation. Often a fight is won or lost based on whether the combatants were
ready to face the threat in front of them or not. Doesn’t matter if you’re a wizard
setting up your spells, a General manoeuvring your troops or a warrior looking for
that perfect moment to strike, if you’re not prepared, you’re going to fail.”

Beginning The Game

Most scenarios in The Legends Of Fabled Realms don’t
have a predetermined Active or Reactive player, so on the
first turn of the game the players have to bid on who is the
Active player on the first turn.
First, both players must generate their initial Momentum.
Each player gains 1 Momentum token per Command ( )
they have from all of their characters, and Henchman of
Level 5+, in their warband.
Then they decide in secret how many Momentum tokens
they wish to bid for Active player, and reveal the amount
simultaneously. Each Momentum bid will provide one
additional success to the following opposed check.
You cannot bid all of your initial Momentum, you must
keep back a minimum of 1. However many Momentum
tokens you have remaining after the bidding will be how
many you start the game with.
The players now make an opposed check using the
Command ( ) of their Leaders, adding the successes from
the bidding. The player who wins can choose to be the
Active or Reactive player. In the case of a draw, whoever
bid the most Momentum wins. In the case that this is still a
draw then the player whose faction is more aggressive wins
and finally if this is still a draw then re-roll the dice.
Most scenarios last 6 turns giving each player 3 active turns
and 3 reactive turns. Be aware that sometimes it is worth
losing the bid and allowing your opponent to be the Active
player on the first turn so you can be the Active player on
the last turn.

First Turn

Players generate their initial Momentum from all of
their characters’ Command, gaining that Momentum
• Players secretly bid for Active player by using
Momentum tokens, revealing them simultaneously
• You cannot bid all your Momentum, you must leave
yourself with a minimum of 1 for the first turn
• Players make an opposed roll using their Leader’s
Command, adding a success for each Momentum bid
• The winner has choice of being Active first or Reactive
• If drawn, then the player who bid more wins, if still
drawn then the more aggressive faction wins, if still drawn
then keep re-rolling until a winner is clear

•

Draw Ability Cards

Players have access to their own deck of ability cards that
they can use during a game. You may change your deck
before every game but not during one.
Both players draw cards in the Preparation Phase of each
turn. They must draw a number of cards equal to their
leader’s Command ( ).
There is no limit to the number of cards a player can have
in their hand, however there is a penalty if they exhaust
their draw pile. If a player is required to draw from their
draw pile, when there are no cards left, then they must
instead discard that many cards.
For example, at the start of a Preparation Phase the players
must draw cards and player A only has 1 card left in their
draw pile. Their Leader’s Command is 3 so normally they
must draw 3 cards. They draw the remaining card and then
because the draw pile is empty, they have to discard 2.
• If a player cannot draw cards when they are required to
do so then they must instead discard an equal amount of
cards

Momentum

“If you want by best piece of advice about combat, it is this. Combat is all about
momentum. Yours, your opponent’s, you need to be aware of it all. The best fighters and
commanders use their momentum to the best of their ability and force the enemy to spend
their momentum to no gain.”

Generating Momentum

Momentum is generated in the Preparation Phase at the
start of the game and at the end of every turn thereafter.
Generated tokens are placed in a player’s Momentum Pool.
On the start of the first turn each player gains 1
Momentum token per Command ( ) they have from all of
the characters, and Henchmen of Level 5+, in their
warband. This is a player’s Initial Momentum.
In the end phase of every turn, each player generates
Momentum. The Active player first discards any remaining
Momentum that they have left over from the turn and then
gains 1 Momentum token per Command ( ) they have
from all of the characters, and Henchmen of Level 5+, in
their warband. The Reactive player gains 1 Momentum
token per Command ( ) of their Leader. A miniature
MUST be on the table to generate Momentum.
Whenever a miniature is called upon to generate
Momentum, such as from an ability card, it’s player gains 1
Momentum token per Command ( ) they have.

Momentum

• Initial Momentum is generated in the Preparation Phase
of the first turn by each player, equal to the combined totals
of all Command ( ) available from their warband
• In the End Phase of every turn the Active Player
discards any remaining Momentum in their Momentum
Pool and gain equal to the combined totals of all Command
( ) available from their warband
• In the End Phase of every turn the Reactive Player gains
Momentum equal to their Leader’s Command ( )
• A miniature MUST be on the table to be able to generate
Momentum (except for Initial Momentum)

The terms Momentum or Momentum tokens will be used
interchangeably throughout this rulebook. They both refer
to ‘points’ of Momentum which can be spent or have been
used/generated, and function like ‘action points’

Using Momentum

In the Action phase, both players can undertake actions or
reactions by spending Momentum from their pool to enable
them to complete actions. If they do not have enough
Momentum they can not declare the use of an action.
The Reactive player needs to be aware that the Momentum
now in their pool is all they will have for this turn to react
and, more importantly, they will be only generating a small
amount for their next Active phase. DO NOT OVER
REACT!
The Active player on the other hand will not be able to
carry any Momentum into their next turn, so must be
aware that any that they do not spend will be lost.
Every unit has a Momentum Limit, which is the total
amount of Momentum that can be spent on it in one turn.
The character with the highest Command ( ) within a
unit determines the Momentum Limit of the unit. It is their
Command +1. If there is no character in the unit then the
henchman with the highest Command ( ) +1 is used
instead. A character with a Command ( ) of 3 in a unit
would allow that unit to have 4 Momentum spent on it this
turn. A unit comprised of miniatures with a Command ( )
of 0 could still have 1 Momentum spent on them as 0+1 is 1.
Remember that units that join together or separate will
have their tokens allocated according to the Units Section.
When two units join they have a new total Momentum
allocation on them equal to the highest of the two units. If a
unit breaks-up into two units, then the unit that is left
behind will have Momentum allocated on them equal to the
total of the original unit, and the unit that moved away will
have the same but adding the Momentum from that action
that caused the break-up.
Such units could now have more Momentum allocated to
them than their limit, which has no effect save that they
cannot use any more actions until next turn.

Summary

Momentum is used to complete actions and reactions
A unit can only have as much Momentum allocated to it
as the Command ( ) +1 of the character in the unit with
the highest Command (or henchman)
• Two units that join together only count as having
Momentum allocated to them equal to the highest
Momentum from either unit
• When a unit breaks-up as part of an action, the unit left
behind has Momentum equal to that of the original unit,
and the unit that moved away has the same but additionally
as that used for the action
• Units with Momentum equalling or exceeding their limit
can’t use actions

•
•

Tracking Momentum

Momentum, when used, is placed by the unit using it. You
can use tokens for this, as they are easy to see, but you
could also use dice. If using dice or spinners/dials you may
want a couple of different designs, one for Momentum
tokens and one for Fear tokens. To track how much is in
your Momentum Pool, you can use the Warband Tracker
that comes in the Fabled Realms Starter Sets. This provides
a separate area for storing your dice, tokens or
spinners/dials.

Action Phase

“The basics of all combat are the individual actions and reactions of the combatants.
In a one-on-one conflict this can be parries and thrusts, whereas in a group combat it
is charges, volleys of arrows and spells. Knowing when, and how, to act can be the
difference between life and death.”

The Action Phase

Action Phase Layout

In the Action phase the Active player performs actions and
the Reactive player performs reactions. The Active player
keeps performing actions until either they decide that they
do not wish to perform anymore or they run out of
Momentum, at which point the phase ends.

• The Active player declares what action they wish to use
and with which unit, placing their Momentum onto the
table in the location of their target. Once the Momentum
token(s) are placed on the table, the action is locked in and
they can not change their mind

Actions

•

The Active player has a list of actions that they can choose
from. Each action enables a unit to complete a certain task
and has a cost in Momentum. Most actions can be
combined with another to make a Combined Action and
some cannot be reacted to.

The Reactive player can now choose to make a reaction,
spending Momentum in the same way as the Active player,
or not react and save Momentum
• The Active player’s unit making an action is the active
unit
• The Reactive player’s unit making an action is the
reactive unit

List Of Actions

Both the Active and Reactive players have access to the actions listed in the table below. Some of these are counted as an
aggressive action, some of these do not allow reactions and finally a description of what the actions do.
Action Name Aggressive React-Able
Action Effect
No
Move
Yes
The unit moves across the table
The unit attacks with their ranged weapons. Use only once per action cycle.
Yes
Yes
Shoot
Charge
The unit moves towards an enemy unit and fights a round of combat.
Yes
Yes
The unit fights a round of combat.
Yes
Yes
Combat
The unit removes all Reload tokens.
Reload
No
Yes
The unit removes a single Fear token.
Recover
No
No
The
unit
tests
against
Morale and removes Fear tokens equal to successes.
Rally
No
No
The unit flees, so as to break Line Of Sight with enemy units.
Broken
No
Yes
The unit swaps which weapons it’s wielding.
Swap Weapon
No
No
All of these actions cost 1 Momentum to complete and can be used as part of a Combined Action. The only exception is the
Broken action, which is involuntary. It cannot be combined and has a cost of zero Momentum.
Aggressive actions always have to target a unit, and as a reaction, specifically only the active unit.

The Action Phase Cycle

•
•
•
•

The unit now completes it’s action and any tokens it had on
it are moved with it now. In the case of a Move action, at
least one miniature must be moved so that it is touching the
token placed for targeting the location.

The Active player declares an action
The Reactive player declares a reaction, if any
Decide if this is now a Conflicted Action
Resolve all actions

After resolving an action, the Active player decides if they
want to make another action or not. If so, then repeat the
cycle above, otherwise the Action Phase ends. The Action
phase also ends if the Active player runs out of Momentum.
Any ability cards played during a cycle, that last until the
end of an action, end when the cycle repeats or when
moving on to the End Phase.

How To Complete An Action

First declare what action the unit is doing and the target of
the action. In this instance, the unit is going to use a Move
action and the location that they are moving to, this
location being the ‘target’ of the action.

Orc
Hero

1

Declare an action
Commit to the target unit/location by placing your
Momentum token on it
• Reactive player can declare their own action
• Complete the actions, as long as they aren’t conflicting

•
•

Combined Actions

Both the Active and Reactive players are able to combine 2
actions together in one action cycle, known as a Combined
Action. To do this, when a player would declare an action
instead they state both actions, in order, for their unit. For
example, Move-Move, Shoot-Move or Charge-Combat.
Then pay the combined total of Momentum for the
Combined Action by placing the tokens next to their
respective targets (units or locations).
The actions will then resolve in the order they were
declared, one after the other. The only exception to this is a
Charge-Charge Combined Action, which works slightly
differently. A Combined action can also be made using
cards that play as actions. The negative side of making a
Combined Action is that if it resolves as a Conflicting
Action then your opponent will gain a
to Situational
Awareness ( ) for finding Situational Awareness Priority.

Combining Restrictions

Dwarven
Spearmen
The cost in Momentum is now paid. In this instance it costs
1 Momentum to make a Move action and it is placed at the
‘target’, which is a location.
Orc
Hero

1
Dwarven
Spearmen

A player can only use 1 Shoot action as part of a Combined
Action, they may not Shoot twice at the same time. You can
however use multiple Shoot actions one after the other.
A player cannot use the Broken action as part of a
Combined action. Since this action is involuntary, and has
it’s own special rules, it can only be used singularly.
Two actions can be combined into a single action for
their Momentum cost (usually 2)
• In the case of a Conflicting Action, the opponent gains
to Situational Awareness Priority ( )
• The actions are fully resolved one after the other
• A card, that plays as an action, can be used as one (or
both) of the actions in a Combined Action
• You can only use 1 Shoot action, and cannot use the
Broken action, as part of a Combined action
•

Reactive Player

As an example;

The Reactive player can make reactions any time that the
Active player takes an action. The same as the Active
player, actions have to be declared, a unit and it’s target
chosen, before paying the Momentum cost. Once a
Momentum token is placed, the action may not be changed.

Dwarf
Leader

A

A unit can react to any action except for the Recover and
Rally actions. These may not be reacted to but can be used
as a reaction to a different action. An aggressive reaction
can only be used against the active unit (the Active player
may use them against any enemy unit).
• Once the Active player has declared an action, and
placed their Momentum, the Reactive player may declare
an action (or Combined Action) as a reaction
• After declaring the reaction they place the cost in
Momentum for the action by the target location or unit
• Recover and Rally cannot be reacted to but can be used
as reactions to another action
• Aggressive reactions can only be used against the active
unit (the Active player’s unit making an action)
• The Broken action can be reacted to

To determine the priority both players perform an
Opposing Check using Situational Awareness ( ). This is
made by the units that are performing the actions, using the
miniature with the highest
in the unit. This check could
also be modified by the following causes:
Cause
Modifier
The enemy unit is
Gain
to
for this test
making a Combined Action
The enemy unit has a
miniature with the
Bulky (X) Special Rule

• When players are making actions that impede each
other, it is a Conflicting Action
• Situational Awareness Priority is determined by an
Opposed Check using Situational Awareness ( )
• Each players’ units making actions tests using the
miniature with the highest
in the unit
• Gain
if the enemy is attempting to make a Combined
Action. Gain
equal to the single highest source of Bulky
(X) within the enemy unit
• The Active player wins draws
• The winner determines the order of all actions

B

Human
Axemen

Player A declares their unit is using a Charge action against
player B's unit. Player B declares that their unit is going to
use a Move action, hopefully taking their unit out of charge
range. The players decide that this is a Conflicted Action.
Dwarf
Leader

Gnome
Mage

A

1

1

B

V
An Opposed Check using Situational Awareness ( ) is
made for priority. Player A uses their Leader’s Situational
Awareness ( ), as it’s the highest in the unit, rolling a
critical on the blue die, gaining 2 successes. Player B uses
their Mage’s
, gaining an additional
for the Dwarf
having Bulky (1), and rolls only 1 success.

B

A

Gain
to
for this test
equal to the highest single
source of Bulky (X) from
within the enemy unit.

Whichever player wins the Opposing Check (the Active
player wins draws) decides which order the actions happen
in, sometimes including interrupting their opponent’s
action with their own. This does mean a unit could miss its
opportunity to shoot or charge a target as the target is now
not in range or has moved of line of sight. In this instance
the Momentum cost of the action is still paid, and counts
towards the Momentum Limit of that unit, even though it
was negated. Cards used as actions are returned to their
player’s hand.

1

1

Human
Spearmen

Conflicting Actions

Often as the battle gets closer to hand, the Active player
will state an action and the Reactive player will react
directly against the active unit. One player’s action could
effect, change or even cancel the other’s action and so the
players must determine who gets to decide the order of
events. These situations are called Conflicting Actions and
are worked out by sorting Situational Awareness Priority.

Gnome
Mage

1

1

Player A wins and can now decide the order of actions.
Naturally, player A wants to charge first and so the unit
moves forward, engaging the enemy unit and fighting a
round of combat. Player B’s Move action is now cancelled,
as they received a charge, but the Momentum is still spent.
Usually, when determining the order of the actions it is a
simple case of having each one resolve one after the other.
However a Move and Charge action can be also be
interrupted during their resolution. The player who has
Situational Awareness Priority can have an action resolve
part-way through a unit’s move. A unit might be moving
from one piece of cover to another but could be hit by a
Shoot action at the point when they are out in the open.
Only the ‘movement’ part of a Charge action can be
interrupted, not the combat part.
Move and Charge actions can be interrupted by another
action (the unit moves partway, stops and has the other
action resolved, and then continues its move, if it can

•

Ability Cards As Actions

For example;

B

Gnome
Archers

Any time an ability card states it is played as an action
then, unless it specifies a Momentum cost, it costs no
Momentum and does not count against the unit’s
Momentum limit.

1

If the card states Play As Part Of A ______
Action/Reaction, then you must declare the action and pay
the Momentum cost for it as normal, before you can play
the card.

1
Goblin
Swordsmen
Player A declares they are using a Move action, placing a
Momentum at the target location. Player B reacts by
declaring a Shoot action with their Gnomes, placing a
Momentum on the target unit.

A

B

Gnome
Archers

1

1
A

Goblin
Swordsmen

If player A won the Conflicted Action then they could move
first and escape the arrows of the Gnomes by remaining out
of line of sight. However if player B wins, then the Gnomes
could interrupt the Goblins’ move partway. When they’re
passing the gap in the walls, the Goblins stop and resolve
the Gnomes’ Shoot action. Surviving miniatures would then
continue on to the Momentum token for the target location.
Player B then moves their Momentum back to the Gnomes.
If either player thinks an action and a reaction should be
a Conflicted Action then it is treated as such
• Make a test for Situational Awareness Priority and the
winner decides the order of the actions
•

Amount of Actions In One Turn

A unit can have Momentum spent on it in a single turn
equal to the unit’s Command ( ) level +1. So a unit with a
Command level of 3 would have a Momentum limit of 4.
Sometimes an ability card or special rule will allow a unit to
complete an action. Unless the rule states that this action
costs Momentum then the unit may complete the action
even if they have reached their Momentum Limit.
The easiest way to record spent Momentum is to leave the
Momentum tokens by the unit after they complete an
action. This spent Momentum, or dice or other tracking
method, would be removed during the next End Phase.
A unit can use Momentum up to its Momentum limit
(their Command ( ) level +1

•

• If a card is played as an action then do not pay the
Momentum cost
• If the card states that you play it As Part Of An Action
or Reaction then you must declare the relevant action first
and pay the Momentum cost

Broken Units

A unit that has become broken has a special action, that
otherwise cannot be used by players. Units become broken
due to Fear tokens and will now want to flee from the
enemy or get off the battlefield.
If you have broken units in your warband at the start of a
turn then you will be forced to use your first action(s) on
them. Your first actions and reactions at the start of a new
turn will have to be to use the Broken action on every
broken unit. These actions must be made, the Active player
cannot just end their turn and the Reactive player cannot
just choose not to react.
However, this action does not cost any Momentum. It can
be reacted to and it cannot be combined with another
action. A unit using the action moves so as to be out of line
of sight of all enemy models. If it can’t manage this then it
will move directly towards your own table edge and
eventually move off table. A unit that has left the table
counts as out of action for Nerve tests but they do not make
any Injury rolls as part of a campaign.
If a player has multiple broken units to make the Broken
action with they may pick the order of activation. After all
of a player’s broken units have made this action they may
be used to make actions/reactions as normal, except only
being able to use Recover, Rally and Move actions. If they
move then they must follow the same restrictions as for the
Broken action.
• When a player has broken units the first action(s) or
reaction(s) they make in the next turn must be the Broken
action with each of these units
• These actions MUST be made, neither player can choose
simply not to act or react to avoid them
• The Broken action does not cost Momentum, can be
reacted to but can’t be combined
• With multiple broken units you may activate them in the
order of your own choosing
• These units can then take only Recover, Rally or Move
actions, costing Momentum as normal
• A Move action, in this instance only, works like a Broken
action for movement

Movement

“Movement is all about positioning. Once you’re in the right place then you can shoot,
fight or hide from your opponent. Never forget that it is your positioning that will get
you into combat when you want to...and help you to avoid it when you don’t.”

Movement

The standard Move value for miniatures is 6” per action.
Some miniatures will have a different Move value listed
under their traits on their Miniature Card. If at any point
the unit moves through terrain (either a linear obstacle or
area terrain) then they halve their movement for their
whole move, rounding down. Some terrain is Impassable,
which means the unit is unable to move through the terrain
under any circumstances.
When moving into or through buildings it is best if you
state when your miniatures are at openings during actions,
for Line of Sight purposes.
Miniatures can walk over linear terrain that is 1" high or
shorter as if it wasn’t there. If you wish to move over linear
terrain that is taller than 1", then the height of the terrain
piece is used to reduce the miniature’s movement. So if you
wanted a miniature to climb up the side of a wall 2" tall
then they would only be able to move 1" afterwards (halved
first for moving through terrain, then reduced).

Standard Move value is 6"
If the miniature moves through terrain, halve its
movement, rounding down.

•
•

Moving Through Other Miniatures

Miniatures may move through friendly miniatures freely
but may not end their movement on top of another nor
within 1" of another friendly unit, unless they are joining.
Miniatures may never move within 1" of an enemy
miniature unless they have declared a Charge or Combat
action. They may not move through an enemy miniature at
any point, even as part of a Charge or Combat action.

Units With Multiple Move Values

If there are miniatures within a unit that have different
Move values, then these miniatures may always move up to
their own full Move values, as long as none of the
miniatures end out of 2" coherency.

Shooting

“Ranged combat is one of those things that can completely dictate a combat. Whether
it’s from a stealthy Elf ranger of the forest or a Battle Wizard of the Nunsuch
University, shooting attacks are deadly.”

How To Shoot

The following are the basic steps for shooting, which are
described in more detail over the next pages;
Declare which unit is making a Shoot action and which
enemy unit is the target
• Remember, the Shoot action can be combined with
another, different action to make a Combined Action but 2
Shoot actions cannot be combined together
• If this is a Conflicted Action then resolve by making a
Situational Awareness Priority roll
• First, check for Line Of Sight
• Allocate dice to target miniatures
• Make an Opposed roll using the Shoot ( ) of the
attacking miniatures and Defence ( ) of the target
miniatures
• Miniatures in target unit suffer Wound and Fear tokens
•

Line of Sight

Fabled Realms uses True line of sight, that is to say if it
could be seen by the miniature then it is in Line of Sight.
Many situations call for you to determine whether or not a
miniature has Line of Sight. Line of sight is a
representation of you models view of the enemy - they must
be able to see their opponents through, under or over the
battlefield terrain and other models, whether friendly or
enemy.
For a miniature to have Line of Sight to another you must
be able to trace a straight, unblocked line from a part of
that miniature’s body (head, torso, arms or legs) to any
part of their target’s body. If all that the miniature can see
is the target’s weapon or accessories then that miniature
does not have Line of Sight.
Most of the time Line of Sight will be obvious from the
overhead view of the player, but if not then try and look
from your miniature’s perspective.

Weapon Characteristics

Ranged weapons in Fabled Realms use a profile just like
miniatures do. A standard weapon profile will look like the
one below;

Bow
A Bow can be a hunting bow or a war bow. Designed to kill a
target from range, a volley of arrows shot from bows is
enough to concern even heavily armoured men.
Cost: 19 Gold
Two-Handed Weapon
Range: Table (a bow can shoot anyone as long as it has Line
of Sight).
Shoot Modifier:

Although all of the miniatures within the unit will get an
opportunity to shoot they don’t all shoot at the same time.
All characters will make their attacks separately but
henchmen of the same Race and armed with the same
weapon can shoot together. You resolve each ‘sub-group’
before resolving the next, in any order you wish.
Each miniature shooting is generally only armed with one
ranged weapon so can only allocate their Shoot dice to one
enemy miniature, not split their dice over two miniatures.
This is because their ranged weapon is only making one
attack and so their Shoot dice are representing how
powerful the ranged attack is, not that they are firing
several shots.
Each of your miniatures will therefore be making a ‘shot’.
With a character, you allocate their ‘shot’ onto the
nearest enemy miniature from the target unit.
Elven
Hero

A

B

Special Rules: None

• This will include the name of the weapon, eg. Bow
• Some background information
• If the weapon is one or two-handed
• The range of the weapon in inches: Combat means the
weapon can only be used in combat, Table means the
weapons range is essentially infinite and X” means the
weapon can hit a target unit within that many inches
• Any modifiers added to a miniature’s Combat or Shoot
• Any Special Rules
Miniature cards will have listed in their equipment section
what weapons they are carrying and can use. The dice
provided by the weapon will be added to the miniature’s
statistics whilst any special rules will be listed under the
Special Rules and Keywords section.

Ranged Modifiers

Reloading Ranged Weapons

Some ranged weapons have the Reload trait, requiring a
reload after shooting. A unit that shoots with a weapon with
this rule places a Reload token on that miniature’s Card.
The weapon cannot be fired again until the token is gone.
The Reload action removes all Reload tokens for a unit.

Allocating Dice

When a unit makes a Shoot action they will need to choose
an enemy unit to target. The more miniatures of the same
type, and armed with the same weapons, that you have
shooting from a unit, the more control you will have over
where the shots land.

1
Orc
Hero

Player A has declared a Shoot action on their unit against
player B’s unit. Player A decides to use their Hero first and
so allocates the Elven Hero’s Shoot ( ) dice to the nearest
enemy miniature. The players would now make an
Opposed Check with player A using the Shoot dice
allocated and player B using the Dwarf’s Defence ( ) dice.
Assuming the Dwarf survived, player A can now shoot with
their Elven Archers. As henchmen of the same Race and
armed with the same weapon, a bow in this instance, player
A can choose to have both fire at the same time.

A

If the distance between the attacking unit and target unit is
24" or greater then the target miniatures will gain
to all
Defence ( ) rolls. If the distance is 36" or greater then the
target miniatures will gain
to Defence ( ) rolls.
If the target miniature(s) are within Line of Sight but
partially concealed by terrain (parts of the body are
obscured and can’t be seen) then they will gain
to all
Defence ( ) rolls. If the terrain is constructed from stone
(walls, buildings, cliffs etc) then the target miniature(s) will
gain
to Defence ( ) rolls.

Dwarven
Halberdiers

Elven
Archers

B
2nd shot

Elven
Archers
1st shot

Dwarven
Halberdiers

1

You have to allocate the first ‘shot’ to the closest enemy
miniature as normal. Once this miniature has had a ‘shot’
allocated to it, you can then allocate the next ‘shot’ to the
next closest miniature, not yet assigned any dice. If you
want though, you can still hit the first miniature again.
The advantage of hitting a miniature with multiple ‘shots’
is that when the players make the Opposed Check, the
attacker will be using all the Shoot dice allocated and the
defender only has the miniature’s normal Defence dice.

Amour Characteristics

A

Armour in Fabled Realms use a just like miniatures do. A
standard armour profile will look like the one below;

B
2nd shot
Elven
Archers

1st shot

Dwarven
Halberdiers

1
3rd shot

Orc
Hero

With a third archer, player A has more options. They could
now hit the Orc Hero at the back, so putting a ‘shot’ onto
every miniature in the enemy unit. Player A could choose to
put 2 ‘shots’ onto the first Dwarf and 1 onto the second
Dwarf, ignoring the Orc. Finally, player A could choose to
put all 3 ‘shots’ onto the first Dwarf.
The important thing is that a miniature cannot be allocated
more ‘shots’ than miniatures closer to the shooting unit.
For example, player A cannot put 1 ‘shot’ into the first
Dwarf and then 2 into the second Dwarf or the Orc.
Once all of that sub-group’s ‘shots’ have been allocated the
players make an Opposed Check for each miniature that
has been allocated dice. Once these are all resolved move
onto the next sub-group and repeat until all the miniatures
in the shooting unit have fired. When a players unit is
making a Shoot action, the player can choose to not have
some of the miniatures shoot if they wish. It could be they
don’t need all the firepower and/or don’t want to have to
reload their blackpowder-type weapons.

Allocating Dice

Characters make their shooting attack separately to the
other miniatures in their unit
• Henchmen of the same Race and using the same weapon
may attack together or separately as well
• When making a ‘shot’ all the Shoot ( ) dice of a
miniature are allocated to the nearest enemy miniature
• The players make an Opposed Check, the attacker using
the Shoot dice allocated and the defender using the Defence
( ) of the miniature being shot
• When a sub-group of Henchmen are firing together they
allocate the first ‘shot’ to the closest enemy miniature. The
second shot may be allocated to the same miniature or the
next closest that has not been allocated any dice
• A miniature may never be allocated more ‘shots’ than a
miniature that is closer to the shooting unit
• This continues until all ‘shots’ are placed. The players
now treat each miniature hit as a separate Opposed Check.
The attacker will use all of the Shoot dice allocated to an
enemy miniature and the defender will use just their
normal Defence dice
•

Light Armour
The most basic level of armour, this piece of equipment
represents anything from a light leather jack to extra thick
clothing.
Cost: 3 Gold
Body Armour
Defence Modifier:
Special Rules: None

• This will include the name of the armour, eg. Light
Armour
• Some background information
• If the armour is worn on the body or is one or twohanded
• Any modifier added to a miniature’s Defence
• Any Special Rules
Miniature cards will have listed in their equipment section
what armour they are wearing, if any. Any dice provided by
the armour will be added to the miniature’s statistics whilst
any special rules will be listed under the Special Rules and
Keywords section.

Opposed Checks

Opposed checks or opposed rolls are a form of dice roll in
which the opposing players are attempting to beat each
other’s dice roll with their own. This type of check is used
when players are attempting to resolve a Shoot action.
The player making the Shoot action is the attacker and the
player being shot at is the defender. The attacker forms
their dice pool first, based on the Shoot ( ) of the
miniature(s) making any ‘shots’ and rolls. They now have
the chance to Spend Dice on abilities, if they want and are
able, before the defender rolls.
Now the defender forms their dice pool based on the
Defence ( ) of the miniature being shot and rolls, also
having the chance to Spend Dice on abilities, before
resolving the final result. The players’ remaining successes
will cancel each other out 1-for-1 until only one player is
left with any successes.

Opposed Checks
•
•
•
•
•

The attacker gathers their dice and rolls
The attacker may Spend Dice
The defender gathers their dice and rolls
The defender may Spend Dice
Each player’s successes cancel out 1-for-1

Spending Dice

Some abilities give the option to Spend rolled dice to gain
other effects. In all cases where this is used, after a player
has rolled their dice, they total their successes as normal.
Based on the spending cost listed for an ability, dice can
now be removed from play to gain that effect.
For example, the ability Water Blast states: “This miniature
may spend successes to place the same number of Disorient
tokens on the enemy unit.”
The Magika roll shown here
would normally be a total of
three successes for the
Disorient
tokens
defender to worry about but
by using Water Blast, all
three successes can be removed from play, causing 3
Disorient tokens instead. The dice (the successes they
generate) are lost and turned into something else. There are
many other effects for Spending such as causing additional
bonus successes or gaining High Impact for that combat.
After a roll has been made, dice can be Spent
Spent Dice are removed from play and the successes on
those dice are gone
• Another ability will now take effect instead
•
•

Causing Wounds and Fear

After the Opposed Check has been made, either one player
has been left with some successes or both have cancelled
each other out. If the defender has any successes left then
they have stopped the attacker from causing any harm,
nothing further happens. If the attacker has any successes
left then these will cause wounds to enemy miniatures and
make the unit suffer Fear.
For every success the attacker has left, after making an
Opposed Check with either the Shoot ( ) or Combat ( )
statistic of their miniature, the defender’s miniature will
suffer a Wound token, this is placed next to the miniature
itself or placed on it’s Miniature Card. Once a miniature
has suffered a number of Wound tokens equal to or higher
than it’s Hit Points ( ) then it has become a casualty.
For every Wound token suffered by miniatures in a unit,
that unit will suffer a Fear token. When a unit suffers too
many Fear tokens, it will become broken and attempt to
flee from the table.
• If the defender wins the Opposed Check then nothing
happens
• If the attacker wins the Opposed Check then for every
success they have remaining a Wound token is suffered by
the enemy miniature
• The miniature’s unit will also suffer a Fear token for
every Wound token
• A miniature with Wound tokens equal to or higher than
it’s Hit Points ( ) becomes a casualty

Casualties

Not every miniature is going to make it back from the
battlefield unharmed. When a miniature becomes a
casualty, usually always from suffering too many Wounds,
it will need to immediately check if it has died.
When the miniature becomes a casualty your opponent will
make a Competing Check to try to kill them. If the
miniature is a Henchman then the check is made with a
.
If the miniature is a Character then the check is made with
a
. If your opponent passes the check then the miniature
has died. Remove the miniature from the table and place a
Dead Body token in its place.
This token remains in place but otherwise doesn’t affect
other miniatures (eg. another miniature can end a move
within 1" or overlap it). Some Factions and ability cards
have abilities that only work on Dead Body tokens.
If the Competing Check fails then the miniature has not
died but is still removed from the table, they are out of
action.
When miniatures become casualties they test for death
Your opponent makes a Competing Check using a
for
Henchmen and a
for Characters
• On a success they have died, are removed from the table
and replaced by a Dead Body token
• Some Faction/card abilities effect Dead Body tokens
• On a failure they are taken out of action and removed
from the table
•
•

Leaders

The loss of a Leader can severely impact a warband’s
ability to keep fighting. It can mean a loss of Momentum,
less ability cards each turn and a more likely chance of
failing a Nerve Test.
Many rules make mention of using a warband’s leader,
such as Nerve Tests, but if your Leader has been taken out
of action or died already then a replacement is needed. As
soon as a Leader is removed from the table, a player must
nominate another one of their characters, from those on the
table, to become their new Leader for this battle.
This new Leader acts the same as they were before but will
be the miniature used in any instance when the Leader of a
warband is required.
• When a Leader is removed from the table, that player
must nominate another of their own characters, from those
on the table, to become their new Leader for this battle

Fear Tokens

Fear tokens are allocated to a unit whenever a miniature in
the unit suffers a Wound token, or are required to do so by
a spell or ability.
Fear tokens will slowly erode the Morale of a unit until they
become broken, and will attempt to flee the battlefield. This
could in turn force your entire warband to lose their nerve.
There are actions that can help reduce the shock of battle to
your warriors. You will need to learn when to push
forwards for glory and when to regroup and recover.

Combat

“Close combat in the Fabled Realms is deadly. Doesn’t matter if you’re fighting an
Orc Organsien Swordmaster or a Terror of Daldorr. Combat is all about attacks,
counter-attacks and parries, and if you’re lucky, keeping your head.”

Charging Into Combat

A Charge action is used to engage enemies in the brutal
confines of close quarter combat.
To resolve a Charge action, the closest miniature in the
charging unit is moved into base-to-base contact with the
closest miniature in the target unit, this does not have to be
via the shortest route. The next miniature moved is the next
closest in the charging unit to the target unit, moving into
base contact with the next closest unengaged miniature in
the target unit. A miniature is Engaged if it’s base is
touching an enemy miniature’s base.
This continues until a charging miniature cannot move into
base contact with an unengaged miniature in the target
unit. Any remaining miniatures that are left in the charging
unit now move their full Move value, to get as close as
possible to the target unit. This could mean they now are in
base contact with enemy miniatures that are already
Engaged.

If for any reason no miniature in the charging unit can
move into base-to-base contact with any miniature in the
target unit then the charge is failed. The unit still moves it’s
full Move value, directly towards the target unit. If for
some reason the target unit is no longer on the table, the
charging unit does not move.
A Combined Action of 2 Charge actions is not resolved one
after the other like other combinations. It is worked out as
a Double Charge. This allows the unit to move double it’s
Move value directly towards the target unit, to try to
Engage them. In the event that this is a Conflicted Action
then the opponent will still gain the bonus to the Situational
Awareness Priority roll, like a normal Combined Action.
All Charge actions that successfully Engage the target unit
will result in a round of combat, with all the charging
miniatures receiving a bonus
to Combat ( ) for this
round only. If the target unit was already Engaged then the
charging miniatures instead gain
.

A Charge action targets an enemy unit
The closest miniature in the charging unit must move
into base-to-base contact with the closest miniature in the
target unit. The next closest charging miniature must move
into contact with the next closest unengaged target
miniature and so on until all miniatures have moved
• A unit or miniature in base contact with an enemy unit
or miniature is said to be Engaged
• If a miniature cannot make base contact with an enemy
miniature they must move as close as they can to the target
unit, unless it is gone, in which case they remain in place
• If no charging miniatures could engage any enemy
miniatures then they still must move directly towards the
target unit
• A Combined Action 2 Charges is now a Double Charge,
allowing the unit a double move to Engage the enemy unit
• All Charge actions that Engage the enemy will result in
a round of combat

•
•

Actions In Combat

When miniatures are going to start fighting, with sword
and shield or tooth and claw, we say that they will fight a
round of combat. A Charge action has a round of combat
happen after the charge move, as long the enemy unit
became Engaged. A Combat action is used on an already
Engaged unit to initiate a round of combat.
However only a few of the standard actions will work as
intended whilst a unit is Engaged in combat. Some actions
simply cannot be used at all and others work similarly to
normal but force a round of combat to be fought,
potentially at a disadvantage.
The Combat, Recover and Rally actions remain
unchanged
• The Shoot and Reload actions cannot be used at all
whilst Engaged
• The Move and Broken actions both force a round of
combat to be fought first and then are resolved normally.
For this round of combat only, the opponent’s miniatures
receive an additional to their Combat ( )
• The Charge action cannot be used against the enemy
unit that you are already Engaged with but can be used
against another enemy unit. In this case a round of combat
will be fought first, then the unit can move to try and
Engage the other enemy unit. If successful then a round of
Combat against the new unit would be fought. For the first
round of combat only, the opponent’s miniatures receive an
additional
to their Combat ( ). The charging unit
would still receive it’s bonus Combat dice against the new
enemy unit ( ) or new Engaged enemy unit ( )
•

Fighting A Round Of Combat

Whenever an action or ability causes a round of combat to
be fought, it always resolves using the following steps;
Players can choose to play any cards that state “Play At
The Start Of Combat”
• The players work out their miniatures’ Situational
Awareness ( ) levels
• Going down the
levels, miniatures get to consolidate
3" and then strike, if in base contact
• The player’s make Opposed rolls, the attacker using
Combat ( ) and the defender using Defence ( )
• Remember to apply modifiers to these rolls for terrain,
special abilities or charging etc.
• Miniatures suffer Wound and Fear tokens

•

Striking Order

To fight a round of combat you will need to find out who
strikes first. Unless a rule for terrain or special ability
states otherwise, miniatures with a higher Situational
Awareness ( ) will always strike first.
The players will go down the Situational Awareness levels,
working out all effects for each level, before moving onto
the next. This means that miniatures that become casualties
before their level is reached do not get to fight, as they
are removed from the table.
Miniatures of the same Situational Awareness are all
striking simultaneously, so will still get to strike after
becoming a casualty to an enemy at the same level.
• Miniatures with the highest Situational Awareness ( )
strike first in combat
• Players work down the Situational Awareness ( )
levels, fully resolving each before moving onto the next
• Miniatures that become casualties before their
level is
reached do not get to fight
• At
levels where both sides have miniatures able to
strike, the Active player resolves their miniatures first and
then the Reactive player
• Miniatures that become casualties to enemy miniatures
of the same
level still get to strike before they are
removed from the table

Weapon Characteristics

Weapons in Fabled Realms use profiles just like miniatures
do. A standard weapon profile will look like the one below;

Hammer or Mace
These common implements are very powerful in combat,
crushing bones and bludgeoning people. This can represent
either a Hammer or a Mace.
Cost: 8 Gold
One-Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat Modifier:
Special Rules: High Impact (1)

• This will include the name of the weapon, eg. Hammer
or Mace
• Some background information
• If the weapon is one or two-handed
• The range of the weapon in inches: Combat means the
weapon can only be used in combat, Table means the
weapons range is essentially infinite and X” means the
weapon can hit a target unit within that many inches
• Any modifiers added to a miniature’s Combat or Shoot
• Any Special Rules
Miniature cards will have listed in their equipment section
what weapons they are carrying and can use. The dice
provided by the weapon will be added to the miniature’s
statistics whilst any special rules will be listed under the
Special Rules and Keywords section.

Swapping Weapons

Whilst most miniatures only have one weapon, they can
carry multiple. When placing a miniature onto the table it
is assumed to be using the weapon which is physically in the
hands of the miniature (unless stated otherwise at this
point) but they can swap to another they carry if desired.
The Swap Weapon action allows each miniature in the unit
to choose which weapon(s) they are now using. Remember
to use the new weapon’s statistics/rules. If you swapped
from a heavy spear to an axe and shield, then in combat use
a
not
, losing Reach but gaining a
to Defence ( ).

• The Swap Weapon action can change which weapon(s)
miniatures are able to fight with
• Remember to use the new weapons statistics not the old
• The Swap Weapon action cannot be used when Engaged
in combat, it is too late, you must defend yourself

Consolidation Moves

A miniature can only attack if it is in base-to-base contact
with an enemy miniature. If after consolidation moves, a
miniature is not in base contact, then they may not attack.
At each Situational Awareness ( ) level, before they make
their attacks, miniatures can move up to 3". This move can
be in any direction and ignores the normal restriction on
not allowing movement through enemy miniatures.
A miniature that is already in base contact with an enemy
miniature cannot leave base contact but may still use their
3" move to ‘slide’ around the enemy’s base. Upon finishing
such a consolidation move they must still be in base contact
with the original enemy but could now be in contact with
another. A miniature in contact with 3 or more enemies,
with the same base size, will be unable to consolidate as it
will be impossible to ‘slide’ and still Engage them all.
At each level, when making consolidation moves, the
Active player moves all of their miniatures first and then
the Reactive player moves all of theirs.
Miniatures can only strike in base-to-base contact
Before they strike, miniatures can make a consolidation
move of 3", ignoring the restriction on moving through
enemy miniatures
• If they are in base contact already then they can only
‘slide’ through/around their base, staying in contact
• At each Situational Awareness ( ) level, the Active
player moves miniatures first, then the Reactive player
•
•

Unit Combat Coherency

As a combat intensifies, and miniatures become casualties,
some others can be left behind. For a unit Engaged in
combat their coherency becomes 3", or being in base
contact with the same enemy unit. If another friendly unit
charges into this combat then they automatically join them
and become 1 unit. This remains the case until the combat
is over (either one player’s miniatures are all casualties or
have all moved away).
At the end of a round of combat, a miniature that (through
combat or consolidation) is over 3" away from any friendly
or enemy miniatures from that combat, breaks off. This
miniature is now a separate unit and is no longer Engaged
in combat. They follow the normal rules for tokens when
separating.

In combat, unit coherency is 3" or being Engaged by the
same enemy unit
• If a friendly unit charges into an ongoing combat then
they automatically join their friendly unit, to become 1
unit
• Miniatures that end a round of combat over 3" from any
friendly or enemy miniatures from that combat, become
a separate unit (taking tokens as normal)

•

Allocating Dice

When a Situational Awareness ( ) level is reached, and all
the miniatures at this level have consolidated, they get to
strike. The Active player attacks with all of their miniatures
at this
level first, choosing the order of their attacks,
before the Reactive player does the same with all of their’s
at this
level.
Miniatures attack using their Combat ( ) and defend
using their Defence ( ). They can only fight those enemies
that they are in base-to-base contact with and if they have
multiple opponents to choose from, then they can split their
Combat dice amongst them.
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Goblin
Spearmen

Human
Axemen
Goblin
Spearmen

The players now make Opposed Checks to resolve the 2
Humans attacking and the Goblins defending.

3

Player B has charged player A’s unit of Humans and now
the Situational Awareness levels are checked. The Goblins
are level 3, the Human henchmen level 2 and the two
Heroes are level 1 (Bulky (1) armour is slowing them).
The Goblins get to consolidate and then strike first. The top
Goblin has to allocate his Combat ( ) to either the Human
Hero or the henchman or split between them, as they are
the only ones in base-to-base contact. The two lower
Goblins have to put all of their Combat dice into the single
Human they are in base contact with.
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The Human who was not Engaged consolidated forward to
base contact with a Goblin, allocating their Combat dice.
The top Human henchman can choose to strike either the
Goblin or the Orc, but will probably choose the Goblin.

Orc
Hero
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Human
Axemen

Assuming the lower Goblins wounded the henchman badly
enough it became a casualty, then the next Situational
Awareness level is 2 and the Human henchmen get to act.
The middle Human was taken out of action before it’s
Situational Awareness level and so does not get to strike.

1

Human
Axemen
Goblin
Spearmen
Although they all strike now the top Goblin would make his
attack separately, as it’s striking a different target to the
others. The lower Goblins can choose to strike together as
miniatures of the same Race, and using the same weapon,
attacking the same target can combine attacks. However
the defender gains
to Defence ( ) for each additional
attacker after the first (they get in each other’s way).
The player’s would now make two Opposed Checks, 1 for
the single Goblin vs. Human and the other for the 2-on-1
fight. In this instance the Goblins are the attackers and the
Humans are the defenders.

Assuming the top Goblin was wounded and became a
casualty, then it is now Situational Awareness level 1. As
player B is the Active player they get to resolve the Orc
Hero first, though even if it took out the Human Hero, it
would still get to fight back as it’s the same Situational
Awareness level.
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Human
Axemen
Goblin
Spearmen
The Orc is Engaged with the Human henchman but with
it’s consolidation move it can move around the opponents
base to also Engage the Human Hero. The Orc can now
allocate either all it’s Combat dice against one of it’s
opponents or split attacks between them, eg. if the Human
henchman had already suffered a wound, and was wearing
little to no armour, then it could be worth it for the Orc to
use a couple of dice to finish him off.
The players make an Opposed Check with the Orc as the
attacker and the Human(s) as the defender. After resolving
the Orc, player A could then use his Human Hero to fight
back, making an Opposed Check.

Ÿ
• When miniatures are able to strike, they allocate their

Combat ( ) to an enemy miniature in base-to-base contact
• If Engaged with multiple miniatures, they can split their
Combat dice between them
• Multiple henchmen of the same Race, and using the
same weapon, can combine their Combat dice against a
miniature Engaged by them, striking them at the same time
• When hit by a combined attack, the defender gains a
to their Defence ( ) for each additional enemy miniature
after the first

Amour Characteristics

Armour in Fabled Realms use a just like miniatures do. A
standard armour profile will look like the one below;

Light Armour
The most basic level of armour, this piece of equipment
represents anything from a light leather jack to extra thick
clothing.
Cost: 4 Gold
Body Armour
Defence Modifier:
Special Rules: None

• This will include the name of the armour, eg. Light
Armour
• Some background information
• If the armour is worn on the body or is one or twohanded
• Any modifier added to a miniature’s Defence
• Any Special Rules
Miniature cards will have listed in their equipment section
what armour they are wearing, if any. Any dice provided by
the armour will be added to the miniature’s statistics whilst
any special rules will be listed under the Special Rules and
Keywords section.

Opposed Checks

Opposed checks or opposed rolls are a form of dice roll in
which the opposing players are attempting to beat each
other’s dice roll with their own. This type of check is used
when players are attempting to attacks made in combat.
The player striking with a miniature is the attacker and the
player with a miniature being struck is the defender. The
attacker forms their dice pool first, using the Combat ( )
dice that were allocated to the enemy miniature and rolls.
They now have the chance to Spend Dice on abilities, if they
want and are able, before the defender rolls.
Now the defender forms their dice pool based on the
Defence ( ) of the miniature being struck and rolls, also
having the chance to Spend Dice on abilities, before
resolving the final result. The players’ remaining successes
will cancel each other out 1-for-1 until only one player is
left with any successes.

Opposed Checks

•
•
•
•
•

The attacker gathers their dice and rolls
The attacker may Spend Dice
The defender gathers their dice and rolls
The defender may Spend Dice
Each player’s successes cancel out 1-for-1

Spending Dice

Some abilities give the option to Spend rolled dice to gain
other effects. In all cases where this is used, after a player
has rolled their dice, they total their successes as normal.
Based on the spending cost listed for an ability, dice can
now be removed from play to gain that effect.
For example, the ability Deadly Cut states: “This miniature
may spend a critical to gain three successes.”
The Combat roll shown here
would normally be a total of
three successes for the
+3
defender to worry about but
successes
by using Deadly Cut, the
critical is removed from play, leaving one success. This
success when added to Deadly Cut makes for a total of four
successes. The die (the successes it generates) are lost and
turned into something else. There are many other effects for
Spending such as putting Disorient tokens on an enemy
unit or gaining High Impact for that combat.
After a roll has been made, dice can be Spent
Spent Dice are removed from play and the successes on
those dice are gone
• Another ability will now take effect instead
•
•

Causing Wounds and Fear

After the Opposed Check has been made, either one player
has been left with some successes or both have cancelled
each other out. If the defender has any successes left then
they have stopped the attacker from causing any harm,
nothing further happens. If the attacker has any successes
left then these will cause wounds to enemy miniatures and
make the unit suffer Fear.
For every success the attacker has left, after making an
Opposed Check with either the Shoot ( ) or Combat ( )
statistic of their miniature, the defender’s miniature will
suffer a Wound token, this is placed next to the miniature
itself or placed on it’s Miniature Card. Once a miniature
has suffered a number of Wound tokens equal to or higher
than it’s Hit Points ( ) then it has become a casualty.
For every Wound token suffered by miniatures in a unit,
that unit will suffer a Fear token. When a unit suffers too
many Fear tokens, it will become broken and attempt to
flee from the table.
If the defender wins the Opposed Check then nothing
happens
• If the attacker wins the Opposed Check then for every
success they have remaining a Wound token is suffered by
the enemy miniature
• The miniature’s unit will also suffer a Fear token for
every Wound token
• A miniature with Wound tokens equal to or higher than
it’s Hit Points ( ) becomes a casualty
•

Casualties

Not every miniature is going to make it back from the
battlefield unharmed. When a miniature becomes a
casualty, usually always from suffering too many Wounds,
it will need to immediately check if it has died.
When the miniature becomes a casualty your opponent will
make a Competing Check to try to kill them. If the
miniature is a Henchman then the check is made with a
.
If the miniature is a Character then the check is made with
a
. If your opponent passes the check then the miniature
has died. Remove the miniature from the table and place a
Dead Body token in its place.
This token remains in place but otherwise doesn’t affect
other miniatures (eg. another miniature can end a move
within 1" or overlap it). Some Factions and ability cards
have abilities that only work on Dead Body tokens.
If the Competing Check fails then the miniature has not
died but is still removed from the table, they are out of
action.
When miniatures become casualties they test for death
Your opponent makes a Competing Check using a
for
Henchmen and a
for Characters
• On a success they have died, are removed from the table
and replaced by a Dead Body token
• Some Faction/card abilities effect Dead Body tokens
• On a failure they are taken out of action and removed
from the table
•
•

Leaders

The loss of a Leader can severely impact a warband’s
ability to keep fighting. It can mean a loss of Momentum,
less ability cards each turn and a more likely chance of
failing a Nerve Test.
Many rules make mention of using a warband’s leader,
such as Nerve Tests, but if your Leader has been taken out
of action or died already then a replacement is needed. As
soon as a Leader is removed from the table, a player must
nominate another one of their characters, from those on the
table, to become their new Leader for this battle.
This new Leader acts the same as they were before but will
be the miniature used in any instance when the Leader of a
warband is required.
• When a Leader is removed from the table, that player
must nominate another of their own characters, from those
on the table, to become their new Leader for this battle

Fear Tokens

Fear tokens are allocated to a unit whenever a miniature in
the unit suffers a Wound token, or are required to do so by
a spell or ability.
Fear tokens will slowly erode the Morale of a unit until they
become broken, and will attempt to flee the battlefield. This
could in turn force your entire warband to lose their nerve.
There are actions that can help reduce the shock of battle to
your warriors. You will need to learn when to push
forwards for glory and when to regroup and recover.

End Phase
And Morale

“In all combats there are brief respites, moments to collect your wits. These times are
when it is best to pause so as to steady yourself, and prepare for what is about to
come, or to flee for your life.”

The End Phase

The End Phase occurs after the active player ends the
Active Phase by stating that they will complete no more
actions or because they have run out of Momentum.
This phase covers making Nerve tests for warbands,
checking the morale of units and checking if the victory
conditions for the scenario have been met.
It is at this point that the players clear the table of
Momentum tokens, generate fresh Momentum and swap
roles for the next turn.

End Phase Order

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Make Nerve Test(s)
Check for unit Morale
Check for Victory Conditions
Gather Momentum from the table
Generate Momentum
Switch Active/Reactive player roles

Nerve Test

Fear Tokens

Starting with the Reactive player, players check to see if
their warband needs to take a Nerve test. A warband has to
make a Nerve test if 50% or more of its miniatures have
been taken out of action.

Fear tokens are allocated to a unit whenever a miniature in
the unit suffers a wound, or are required to do so by a spell
or ability.

The warband’s Leader tests Morale ( ), and for every
other character still on the table, they gain a . They must
score successes equal to the number of their characters out
of action +1. If they pass, the warband retains its nerve and
is able to continue fighting. If they fail, their nerve has
broken and the warband flees. The player loses the scenario
and the game ends.

Fear tokens will slowly erode the Morale of a unit until they
become broken, and will attempt to flee the battlefield. This
could in turn force your entire warband to lose their nerve.
There are actions that can help reduce the shock of battle to
your warriors. You will need to learn when to push
forwards for glory and when to regroup and recover.

Be aware that even if both players have to test their nerve
this turn, the Reactive player goes first, and if they fail then
the Active player wins without having to test.
•
•
•
•
•

Nerve Tests are taken when a warband has 50% or more
of it’s miniatures out of action
A Nerve Test is a Competing Check using the Leader’s
Morale ( ), gaining a
per other character on table
To pass the test you need successes equal to the number
of your characters that have gone out of action +1
The Reactive player takes Nerve Tests first
A warband that fails it’s Nerve Test loses the game

Checking Unit Morale

After checking for Nerve, players must check all of their
units that have Fear tokens to see if any have become
broken.
A unit is broken when it has Fear tokens assigned to it that
exceed it’s Morale Limit, which is determined by the
bravest miniature and large the unit is. The character with
the highest Morale ( ), or henchman if there are no
characters, within a unit counts the level of their Morale,
+1 per additional miniature in the unit. A unit with a Hero
who has a Morale of and is joined by 4 henchmen would
therefore have a Morale Limit of 8.
A unit is completely fine with any number of Fear tokens on
it, below or equal to this limit, but will become broken
during the End Phase if they exceed it. A unit that becomes
broken will have to use the Broken action first next turn.
Units with Fear tokens must check if they’re broken
The character with the highest Morale ( ), or
henchman if there’s no characters, within a unit counts this
as a level and adds +1 per additional miniature in the unit
• This is a unit’s Morale Limit and if the number of Fear
tokens on the unit exceeds this, then they are broken
• A broken unit will attempt to flee next turn

•
•

Choosing To Withdraw

Before Nerve tests are taken, if a player has had 25% or
more of their warband’s miniatures go out of action then
they may choose to withdraw, counting as automatically
failing a Nerve test. This must be decided by the Reactive
player first, before the Active player, just like Nerve tests.
Before Nerve tests would happen, a warband has the
ability to choose to withdraw
• A warband must have 25% or more of it’s miniatures
taken out of action
• A player who withdraws loses the scenario and the game
•

Fear tokens on units can be recorded using tokens or by
dice, either placed next to the unit, on the table, or on the
miniature card of the miniature leading the unit.

Recover and Rally

A unit that is suffering from Fear has a few ways to attempt
to steady themselves. The Recover action straight up
removes a single Fear token and can’t be reacted to, but
can be used as a reaction.
The Rally action instead works off of the Morale ( ) of the
character with the highest Morale (or Henchman if there
are no characters) in the unit. The player makes a
Competing Check using their Morale ( ) and adding a
for each additional miniature in the unit. Each success
allows the removal of a Fear token. This action cannot be
reacted to but can be used as a reaction.
The Recover action removes 1 Fear token
The Rally action tests against the character with the
highest Morale ( ), or Henchman if there are no
characters, in the unit, adding
per additional miniature
in the unit. Each success removes 1 Fear token
•
•

Check Victory Conditions

As part of the End Phase players check to see if the victory
conditions of the scenario have been met. This will be listed
in the scenario. If the turn limit for the scenario has been
met and neither player has won, it is considered a draw.

Gather and Generate Momentum

All Momentum spent during the turn now needs to be
gathered up and taken off the battlefield.

The Active player first discards any remaining Momentum
that they have left over from the turn and then gains 1
Momentum token per Command ( ) they have from all of
the characters, and Henchmen of Level 5+, in their
warband.
The Reactive player gains 1 Momentum token per
Command ( ) of their Leader. This means that they could
potentially end up with more Momentum than their
warband’s total Command ( ).

Change Roles

The Reactive player now becomes the new Active player
and the Active player becomes the new Reactive player.
This happens every turn until the end of the game. A new
turn is now played beginning with the Preparation Phase.

Special Rules

“Some people in these Fabled Realms have abilities both strange and powerful. This
can range from the fact that Dwarves and Orcs can survive the most grievous of blows
to the remarkable strength, terrifying visage and innate magika of a Terror of
Daldorr”

Conflicting Rules

Any time a Special Rule conflicts with a Normal Rule the
Special Rule over rules the Normal Rule. Any time an
Ability Card conflicts with the Normal Rules and Special
Rules the Ability Card over rules them.

Special Rules

Some creatures in The Legends Of Fabled Realms have
access to rules that effect them all the time rather than the
well timed effects of ability cards. They can also be
provided by the ability cards themselves. All the current
special rules in The Legends Of Fabled Realms are listed
below:
Terrifying (X): A model with this special rule causes a
number of Fear Tokens equal to X to any unit that Charges
them or that they Charge. This happens before the Card
Cycle and before any combats with multiple units combine
their units.
In the case of multiple Terrifying (X) models in a unit the
enemy unit only takes the highest Terrifying (X) in fear

tokens not the combined total.
Natural Magika (X): A model with this special rule gains
the dice shown in the X section to their Magika ( ) statistic
for tests.
Aggressive (X): A model with this special rule gains the dice
shown in the X section to their Combat ( ) statistic on any
attack they make.
Resilient (X): Whenever this model suffers a wound you
may roll the dice shown by X. If you roll a success you
cancel the wound. This can not be used on wounds moved
to this model from friendly models.
Natural Speed (X): A model with this special rule gains the
dice shown in the X section to their Situational Awareness
( ) statistic for tests.
Movement X: Any model that has the special rule can move
a maximum of X number of inches per action.

High Impact (X): Reduce the defence ( ) dice provided by
equipment for your target by X number of levels. The X
may be proceeded by R or C, showing the effect is only at
Range or in Combat.
Parry (X): After a model has rolled combat ( ) dice
allocated to an attack on this model you can choose for
them to re-roll a number of dice equal to X.
Bulky (X): If a model has multiple items with Bulky (X)
add their X values together to give the total Bulky value. In
conflicting actions with this unit your opponent gains
equal to X to Situational Awareness ( ). This modifier is
only given to the enemy for the model with the highest
bulky level. In combat this models Situational Awareness
( ) level is reduced by X.
For Conflicting Actions only count the model with the
highest Bulky level. Eg. if a unit has a model with Bulky (3)
and another with Bulky (2), the unit only counts as Bulky
(3) for the Conflicting Action.
Magical Vortex: If successfully cast place a 3" vortex
marker on the target unit and within range. All models
under the marker are effected by the vortex. The vortex
stays in play until the end phase at which point the caster
takes a magika test with a difficulty equal to the ability
cards cost, if it fails then the vortex disappears. If the test
is passed the vortex stays in play and can be moved a
number of inches equal to the level of success and any
models under it at this point are effected by the vortex once
again. The vortex remains in play until the end of the next
end phase at which point the caster takes a magika test
once again. Additionally any models that end their action
within the vortex are effected by it at the end of their
action.
If at any point the caster is removed from play the vortex
ends in the next end phase.
Skirmishers: These models always count as concealed to
shooting.
Sharpened Blade: This weapon, or this models weapons
are allowed to turn one combat dice ( ) from a success to a
critical once per attack. This can be a specific weapon type,
for example Sharpened Axe, in which case this only effects
the weapon in question.
Blade Storm: When this model is in a combat with a
friendly model they gain
to combat ( ). This may be
listed with a different weapon such as Hammer Storm or
Spear Storm.
Woodsmen: These models can move through woods or
hedges with no movement modifiers.
Quick Shot: This model can combine two shoot actions.
These are still resolved as two separate actions.
Leader: This model is a character and follows all the rules
for characters. They are also the Warband’s Leader.
Character: This model is a character and follows all the
rules for characters.
Dorian: Defence ( ) dice provided by this armour are not
effected by the High Impact (X) special rule.

Reach: A model with this special rule may attack if it is in
base to base contact with a friendly model that is in base to
base contact with a hostile model. If this model also has the
Fight Through special rule it may do this with an additional
model between.
A model may not use this special rule if they are in base to
base contact with a hostile model.
Slow Firing: If a model using a weapon with this special
rule completes a combined action any target of a shoot
attack gains
to Defence ( ).
Reload (X): A weapon with this special rule must spend a
number of actions equal to X to reload the weapon and fire
it again, this can be done as a combined action. Each action
costs 1 Momentum. These can be completed as actions or
reactions.
Always Strike First: A model with this special rule counts
their Situational Awareness ( ) Level as 20 in all combats
for who strikes first. If a model is using a piece of
equipment with this special rule then they count as if they
had this rule. If a model has this rule and the equipment
has Always Strike Last then they cancel each other out.
Always Strike Last: A model with this special rule counts
their Situational Awareness ( ) Level as 0 in all combats
for priority. If a model is using a piece of equipment with
this special rule then they count as if they had this rule. If a
model has this rule and the equipment has Always Strike
First then they cancel each other out.
Fight Through: A model with this special rule may attack if
it is in base to base contact with a friendly model that is in
base to base contact with a hostile model. If this model also
has the Reach special rule it may do this with an additional
model between.
A model may not use this special rule if they are in base to
base contact with a hostile model.
Supporting Formation: This model adds to the morale
( ) of all friendly models it is in a unit with.
Defensive Formation: Any friendly model this model is in
base to base contact with gain
to Defence ( ). This does
not stack.
Shield Defence: When in base contact with another
friendly model with a shield both models gain defence
( ). This can be counted multiple times.
Weapon Proficiency: When this model attacks with their
weapon the weapon gain
to Combat ( ). This may be
worded with a specific weapon, eg. Weapon Proficiency
Sword following the same rules but only for that weapon.
Raging Beasts: This model gains
each wound it has taken.

to Combat (

) for

Dragoul: A model with this special rule does not take fear
tokens and does not take moral checks. If they are
accompanied by a model without the Dragoul special rule
then the unit can be broken following the normal rules.
When a Dragoul takes a wound it does not generate a fear
token even in a unit with non Dragoul models.
These models do not count for Nerve Checks. If a warband
has only models with this special rule then they will
automatically fail any nerve checks.

Natural Endurance (X): A model with this special rule
gains the dice shown in the X section to their Stamina
( ) statistic for tests.

Dodge: This model may add
as its Situational Awareness (
model attacking it.

Exceptional Resolve (X): A model with this special rule
gains the dice shown in the X section to their Morale ( )
statistic for tests.

Hard To Kill: When this model is killed roll
success the model is injured instead.

Natural Leader (X): A model with this special rule gains the
dice shown in the X section to their Command ( ) Statistic
for tests.
Exceptional Shot (X): A model with this special rule gains
the dice shown in the X section to their Shoot ( ) statistic
for any Shoot ( ) attack they make.
Uncanny Strength: This model reduces the Bulky level of
any equipment with the Bulky (X) special rule that they
wear by 1.
Tremendous Brawn: This model may use a two handed
weapon in one hand. This does mean they can Duel Wield
two handed weapons.

to its Defence ( ) as long
) Level is higher than the
on a

Superior Endurance: This model is allowed to turn one
Stamina ( ) dice from a success to a critical once per
action.
Skilled Caster: This model is allowed to turn one Magika
( ) dice from a success to a critical once per action.
Combat Casting: This model may trade its normal attack
to cast a single ranged combat spell against models in base
contact.
Magika Resistance: When this model is hit with a Magika
( ) attack they gain
to their defence roll, whichever stat
they defend with.
Stillness: As long as this model is wearing light or no
armour they gain
to all Magika ( ) tests.

Rapid Reload: This model ignores the slow firing rule of
any weapon or converts the reload special rule to slow
firing on any weapon.

Iron Will: Once per game this model may pass a single
Morale ( ) test.

Well Placed Shot: This model, or this models weapon is
allowed to turn one Shoot ( ) dice from a success to a
critical once per action.

Determination: This model is allowed to turn one Morale
( ) dice from a success to a critical any time they take a
Morale test.

Arrow Storm: When this model shoots at the same time as
another friendly model they gain
to shoot ( ).

Fighting Spirit: When engaged in combat this model and
their unit gain
to Combat ( ) as long as this model has a
higher Morale ( ) than any model in the opposing unit.

Move and Shoot: This model or a model with a weapon
with this rule may move and shoot as a single action. This
counts as an aggressive action, can be a reaction and counts
as a shoot action (so can not be combined with another shoot
action).
Monster: This model is a monster, it can not be joined in a
unit with non Monster or Beast models.
Beast: This model may join a Monster in a unit and can be
joined by Monsters. This model may also join normal
models in units. Beasts may always join Beasts in units.

Test Of Mettle: This model may re-roll failed Morale (
tests.

)

Seize The Moment: This model may add their Command
( ) level to momentum generation as the reactive player.
Cool Under Pressure: This model is allowed to turn one
Command ( ) dice from a success to a critical once per
action.
Inspired: This model may choose to add its Command (
level to the Leaders card draw.

)

Sure Footed: This model may move through windows,
doors and over barricades without reducing their
movement.

Commanding Aura: All friendly models within 18" can use
this models Morale ( ) instead of their own.

Quick Arms: This model may add
to its Combat ( ) as
long as its Situational Awareness ( ) Level is higher than
all hostile models in base to base contact.

Well Drilled: When engaged in combat this model and their
unit gain
to defence ( ) as long as this model has a
higher Command ( ) than any model in the opposing unit.

Quick Reactions: This model is allowed to turn one
Situational Awareness ( ) dice from a success to a critical
once per action.

Frenzy: When activated this models unit must only move
toward the nearest visible opposing unit or take an
aggressive action. If no opposing models are in line of sight
this rule does not take effect.

Cutting Blow: When this model makes an attack in combat
any time they roll any number of criticals they may roll a
single additional . Eg. two citicals rolled will give you
not
.
Tough As Old Boots: This model may re-roll its Injury
Table roll in a Legacy Campaign.

Fearless: This model is not effected by the Terrifying
Special Rule. If this model is in a unit with models that do
not have the special rule the unit is immune to the
Terrifying Special Rule.
Urban: These models can move through windows, rubble,
barricades and street furniture with no movement
modifiers.

Fly: This model may spend one momentum to fly high as
an action. If it does remove the model from the board. On
the next turn this model may spend one momentum to take
a move or charge action, if it does it may be placed any
where on the board that is not a piece of area terrain or
inside a building. If charging this movement may be to
move into combat.
These actions can be reacted to, if this is the charge action
this model must be placed within 1" of the target unit and
then complete the charge to allow a shooter that won the
Situational Awareness competing roll the chance to shoot.
Crushing Blow: If a critical is rolled by the user of this
weapon or model then parry may not be used against it.
Counts As X: This piece of equipment also counts as the X
piece of equipment for keyword purposes. Eg. Counts As
Hammer would enable this model to use the Specific Ability
of Ability Cards with the Hammer keyword. Can also be
written as C/A X.

rule then the new result is the only effect from this rule.
If a henchman group has this rule then you only test once
and the result effects the whole henchman group.
Untrustworthy: This model can not be counted toward
morale ( ) in a unit with multiple models.
Untrusting: This model may not have its morale ( )
modified by the presence of additional models in its unit.
Pistol: This weapon may be used in combat as well as when
shooting. Add this weapons shoot ( ) to the models
combat ( ). The models attack is also effected by any
special rules this weapon has like High Impact (X)
Low Accuracy: If a model with this weapon targets an
enemy model over 12" away the target gains to defence
( ).

Guard Break: Any hostile model in base to base contact
with this model may not use the Parry Special rule. Any
model this model attacks may not use its shield in defence
( ).

Disorientation: A unit effected by disorientation has
received one or more disorientation tokens. To complete an
action the unit needs to spend a number of momentum
tokens equal to the disorientation tokens it has in addition
to the cost of the action. If this happens the disorientation
tokens are removed.

Free Climb: This model may move vertically at its normal
movement rate.

These extra momentum do not count to the amount of
momentum a unit can take in a turn.

Mass Attack (X): This model may choose to exchange its
normal attack to attack all models in base contact with a
combat ( ) of X. X can be modified by other special rules
such as Aggressive (X).

If at the end of a turn a unit has any disorientation tokens
on it they are removed and in the next turn it functions
normally.

Mindless: A model with this special rule does not take fear
tokens and does not take moral checks. If they are
accompanied by a model without the Mindless special rule
then the unit can be broken following the normal rules.
When a Mindless takes a wound it does not generate a fear
token even in a unit with non Mindless models.
These models do not count for Nerve Checks. If a warband
has only models with this special rule then they will
automatically fail any nerve checks.
Killing Strike: Whenever this model makes a combat ( )
or shoot ( ) attack they may spend any number of criticals
to generate 3 successes.
Bodyguard: When a friendly character within 2" takes a
wound this model may have the wound allocated to it
instead. This cannot be used to transfer wounds from this
or a similar ability like Blood Brother (X).
Blood Brother (X): When a friendly model within 2" with
the X keyword or rule takes a wound this model may have
the wound allocated to it instead. This cannot be used to
transfer wounds from this or a similar ability like
Bodyguard.
Fortified: A model with this special rule has to roll at the
start of the game. On a success the models gain Aggressive
( ), on a critical they gain Resilient ( ) and on a result
other than a success or a critical they receive no effect. If
the model has either of these rules already just increase the
level of the rule by 1.
Any model that is effected by this rule during the game
tests immediately, if it was already being effected by this

Censer: An model with an item with this special rule adds
to the morale ( ) of the unit it is in. This can not stack
from multiple sources.

Warband
Creation

“Warbands, they are the main cause of strife in these realms, whether it is the Guard Forces
of Mordanburg, the Sellsword Mercenaries or the religious zealots of The Eightfold Path
they fight for some goal some purpose. Just hope you don’t run across one of the Druggoi
covens though, that is not a good fate in a world of bad fates.”

Your Warband

When fighting in The Legends of Fabled Realms you will
need a warband, whether they are stout fellows ready to
defend the world from darkness or the worse villains that
walked under the sun.
Your first job is to pick your faction, currently there are
four factions in The Legends of Fabled Realms but this will
expand in time.

The four factions are;
The Holy Militant Order Of The Eightfold Path or The
Eightfold Path for short, these religious warriors stand firm
against darkness and evil. They are monster hunters and
daemon slayers, they are the light in the dark.
The Mordanburg State Guard are the defenders of the state
of Mordanburg, stalwart fighters these men and women
defend their lands with nothing but cold steel and powerful
magiks.

The Sellswords are groups of mercenaries and bandits.
Some only steal from the rich, for others only the money
matters and if you have a purse and a pulse they’d happily
take one or both.
The Druggoi Covens, these beasts are the cunning of man
mixed with a predators strength. Followed by the Dragoul,
misshapen monsters with only the basest cunning. These
creatures can be found throughout the fabled realms.
Beyond these pages there is a section on each of the
factions, what options they have and a bit more of their
history.
Once you have picked a faction you have 500 Gold to spend
on your first models. Games can be played with more gold
and we would suggest that starter games be played with
between 300 - 600 and when you have played a few more
games that you play games of 1000 Gold - 1500 Gold. One
of the best ways to expand your game is to use the Legacy
System (see pg...) which starts at 500 Gold.
With your starting Gold you have to pick one leader, this
model is the most powerful character in your Warband and
is pivotal in keeping your soldiers going in adversity.
To pick a leader you choose one of the races available to
your faction as characters, the model increases its cost by
50 Gold (so a 20 Gold model would cost 70 Gold). They gain
5
as a Leader is as tough as they come, they increase
their
to , finally they gain 5 additional statistic points
they can spend in any of their abilities. You will now want
to equip your Leader at an additional cost in Gold (see
pg...). The leader also increases their level to 10 and gains
the Leader and Character Special Rules.
You will normally now want between 1-3 additional Heroes,
for a starting band 2 is an ideal number. To create a hero
you choose one of the races available to your faction as
characters, the model increases its cost by 30 Gold (so a 20
Gold model would cost 50 Gold). They gain 3
, they
increase their
to , finally they gain 3 additional
statistic points they can spend in any of their abilities. You
will now want to equip your hero at an additional cost in
Gold (see pg...). A hero also increases their level to 5 and
gains the Character Special Rule.
Finally you will want to invest in some Henchmen.
Henchmen are bought in groups, a group of Henchmen is
an administrative function and allows you to keep track of
their experience in the campaign.
A henchmen is created by picking from one of the races
available to your faction and giving them equipment that is
available from the henchmen section. All the Henchmen in
a Henchman Group have to be armed and equipped the
same way and be from the same races.
Finally if playing the Legacy system all factions can only by
groups at Level 0, they can only go higher than Level 0 with
experience.
Once you have spent all of your Gold or bought as many
models as you like you are ready to enter The Fabled
Realms.

Increasing Statistic Levels

When you buy, or gain through the Legacy Campaing,
Leaders or Heroes the rules state they have a number of
statistic increases. Each point (of which Heroes have 3 and
Leaders 5) can increase a statistics level by 1, this level
increase can increase a dice from
to
to to
and
finally to
. It can also add a
to the characters
statistics, but this can not take them to more than 3 dice in
their profile. The best any one statistic can be without
special rules is
.
When a hero or leader is created or recruited no single
statistic can be increased by more than 2 levels. This rule
does not affect level increases through the Legacy
Campaign. In the case of one off games to increase a
characters level by 1, giving them 1 statistic increase costs
10 additional gold.
The maximum a statistic can be upgraded to is 7 higher
than the races base level.

Gold Costs And Heroes

When a Henchman becomes a Hero in the Legacy System
increase the models gold cost by 30, then increase their
by 3, their
level to and 3 additional statistic
advancements.

The Eightfold
Path

The clacking of its distending jaw was the first warning
Samuel had before the Dragoul struck. He had expected it but
that didn’t stop the violent assault from terrifying him.
Getting his axe round in a heavy arching swing Samuel’s
blow bit heavily into the side of the Dragoul’s chest spraying
dark crimson blood across the flagstone floor. Suddenly
surprised by how quickly the beast died it took his axe with it
to the ground.
Cursing he placed his boot on its chest and pulled his axe out.
Looking around he saw that Deiter, Frank and Otto were
down, almost certainly dead while Finley, Robert and Pier
were still up. Not only were they standing, but the damn
Whitecloak Tristain was too, with only some dents in his
shield.
“Come on you scum!” Tristain shouted as he started
rounding up errant initiates from the shattered ruins.
Samuel helped his friend Robert up from the floor, “I hope
something gets that git”, Robert said as he scrabbled up.
“I’m sure he pushed Deiter in front of one of those foul
things”.
Carrying on with their patrol in the ruins Samuel couldn’t
help but think on the fact that just because the White Cloaks,
or Ascended as they were officially known, had travelled
further down the path to mother, it didn’t stop some of them
carrying on being the bastards they had been before.
Suddenly a loud roar sounded in the ruins and Tristain
motioned for them to stop, “Sounds like a Terror, we
shouldn’t try and tangle with anything that size” he mouthed
to the group, “Lets head back to the Commanderie and get
more men”. With a loud crash and an explosion of stone and
mortar the wall behind Robert disintegrated as the Terror
smashed its way through.

Turning its head toward Tristain it bellowed the noise so loud
that Samuel felt as if his head would burst. Looking over at
Finley he could see his face pulled into a grimace with tears
rolling down his cheeks. The Terror reached down and threw
something at the Whitecloack just missing him but still
causing a wet and sickly crack when the bundle landed. As
Samuel made his way to the large bundle on the floor,
Tristain leapt at the monster letting out a war cry that
sounded muted to Samuel’s ears. Samuel got to the bundle,
the smell of offal almost overpowering, his eyes took in the
brains dashed against the ground, shapes of limbs at odd
angles and the blood was everywhere causing Samuel to
vomit as he realised the mess on the floor was his friend
Robert.
Wiping his mouth of the acrid detritus, Samuel couldn’t help
sobbing as he turned back to the giant monster that had
destroyed his friend in seconds. Finley was hacking at the
monsters legs. While slumped up against the wall Pier was
cradling a mangled and detached arm, blood pooling around
him. Tristains sword was deep in the belly of the beast but
Tristain himself was in both of its meaty hands and with
another bellow the beast ripped him in half, organs falling to
the floor with a sloppy wet sound.
Samuel let out a war cry of his own, no more than a whimper
and ran toward the monster. He leapt at the beast, bringing
his axe down into its skull with a mighty crack. The Terror
started falling taking Samuel with it and as they fell it twisted
with Samuel feeling the mighty impact as it landed on top of
him. Samuel realised the iron tangy taste in his mouth was
the blood pouring from the creatures head, choking on the
tainted blood, Samuel tried to scream but all that came out
was a wet gurgle...

“The Eightfold Path, nutters and fanatics the lot of them. Most are criminals trying to
escape the noose or people down on their luck with only a few ways out. The worse though
are those that believe, they believe hard and woe betide you if they think you are their
enemy.”

The Order Militant of The Eightfold Path, known as the
Order Militant or normally as their chapter name, i.e. The
Black Water Watch Chapter.
The order is primarily made up of humans but can have
Gnomes. This holy order is made up of two main sections
the initiates and the ascended. The ascended are members
of the Order that have passed the Right Of Blood and not
turned or died, they are well equipped and are normally
good fighters.
The ascended only have one item of uniformity, all of them
wear or have at least one white cloak as a sign of their
purity. The Right Of Blood is a ritual dating back to the
inception of the order and is taken only by volunteers from
the initiates, in the right the initiate must consume a vial of
Druggoi blood, due to the strange properties of the blood
most people that consume it are either killed outright or are
turned into a Dragoul, very few are luck enough to survive

without being turned and these are the Ascended. The
Right Of Blood is the only way to become one of the
Ascended and is normally preformed on the battlefield,
although it can be done using the chapters store of Druggoi
blood. Other methods involve scarification and rubbing
Druggoi blood directly into the wound and traditions do
vary from chapter to chapter.
The initiates are where any new member of the order is
placed before they take the Right Of Blood, they are poorly
equipped and often have very little in the way of armour
and normally are only armed with an axe, hammer or
spear.

The order gets most of it’s initiates through the Tithe, when
the Militant Order of The Eightfold Path was officially
recognised many lords and nobles offered a tithe to the
order, this takes the form of men, food or equipment
provided yearly to the local chapter. Over the last few
hundred years though some lords have taken to resenting
their predecessors agreement and normally wait for a
member of the order to turn up before providing them with
anything. The other main way initiates are given to the
order is through the Oath of Absolution, in which a
criminal can swear their life to the order and in return their
crimes are forgiven.

Characters Of The Eightfold
Path

These are the characters that can be picked for the
Eightfold Path, due to their religious beliefs and
backgrounds the Eightfold Path can only call upon Gnomes
and Humans, although there have been rare instances of
other races joining their ranks.
Leaders and Heroes can be chosen from the following
races:
Race
White Cloak Human
White Cloak Gnome

Cost
32 Gold
35 Gold

•
•

Henchmen Of The Eightfold
Path

The vast majority of warriors that fight for the Eightfold
Path are from the Initiate ranks. These Grey Cloaks have
not ascended and join for a number of reasons, whether
they be common criminals or devout followers of the Path
they are all welcomed.
Henchmen can be chosen from the following races:
Race
Human
Village Drunk
Outlaw
Gnome
Domianii Gnome
Angaveni Gnome

Cost
14 Gold
16 Gold
14 Gold
13 Gold
17 Gold
15 Gold

•
•
•
•
•
•

Equipment Used By The
Eightfold Path

Any model belonging to the Eightfold Path may use the
following equipment:
Weapons
Axe
Great Axe
Hammer
Great Hammer
Staff
Spear
Heavy Spear
Cleanser
Greater Cleanser
Bow
Crossbow
Hand Crossbow
Javelin

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost
2 Gold
11 Gold
8 Gold
21 Gold
4 Gold
5 Gold
7 Gold
15 Gold
17 Gold
19 Gold
21 Gold
12 Gold
18 Gold

Javelin
Throwing Spear
Sling

18 Gold
18 Gold
17 Gold

Armour
• Travelling Clothes
• Light
• Medium
• Shield
• Spiked Shield

Cost
2 Gold
3 Gold
6 Gold
3 Gold
5 Gold

•
•
•

Any Character may also choose from the following
equipment:
Weapons
• Sword
• Great Sword
• Gnomian Sword
• Gnomian Great Sword
• Pistol
• Magika Focus
• Staff Of Power

Cost
8 Gold
18 Gold
18 Gold
24 Gold
12 Gold
6 Gold
13 Gold

Armour
• Half Plate
• Full Plate
• Tueden Armour
• Buckler
• Targe

Cost
10 Gold
14 Gold
21 Gold
4 Gold
6 Gold

Items
• Thieves Tools
• Grappling Hook
• Talisman
• Censer

Cost
4 Gold
4 Gold
3 Gold
4 Gold

A character belonging to the Eightfold Path may be trained
in the following fighting styles:
•
•
•

Florikson
Talhoffen
Vazukov

The first fighting style costs 10 Gold, each additional
fighting style costs an amount of Gold equal to the number
of fight styles that the character will have with this new
fight style multiplied by 10 Gold.
A character belonging to the Eightfold Path may learn any
of the following Magika Schools:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light
Soul
Flesh
Fire
Wind
Earth
Water

The first magika school costs 5 Gold, each additional
magika school costs an amount of Gold equal to the
number of magika school that the character will have with
this new magika school multiplied by 5 Gold.

•

Eightfold Path Faction Rules

For Mother: A unit in the Eightfold Path gain
This is also counted for their level.

to

tests.

Mothers Blessing: White Cloaks are immune to the
Dragoul Curse. Instead if injured by models with this rule
they take a normal injury test.

The Druggoi
Covens

Meat! Like a drumstick beating on his mind the thought
struck him. Meat! The thought again, Kourusi couldn’t even
remember the last time his mind wasn’t invaded by the
longing to sink his teeth into a fresh kill. Once there had
been a woman and a child, but that was before the change,
before the horrific night.
Coming back to the present he could smell the foetid breath
and the unwashed bodies around him, nearby there were
many lesser beings, smaller, stupider, barely more than
animals. They stood in a clearing in the woods above the
little village looking down on it, the inhabitants didn’t know
what was coming but Kourusi did, he had done it before and
once, so long ago he almost couldn’t remember, he had been
been a person in a village like this.
Looking across the small clearing Kourusi signalled to his
pack mate, less powerful than Kourusi, Allear was still
impressively equipped in Dorian Plate and wielding a two
Dorian Blades. Allear started forward the pack of lesser
beings following him toward the village, making their way
round to the other side.
Kourusi gave it a time, enough time that he could hear the
back of his mind screaming for the delicious meal coming his
way... soon. He made his way toward the village quietly
smacking one of the lesser beings with the flat of his sword
when the hunger started it whimpering at the closeness of the
food.
A meat beast cry sounded on the other side of the village,
Allear must have attacked, the hunger must have gotten too
much and shouts sounded throughout the village, a bell
started ringing in the night.

Kourusi and his lesser followers ran into the village, the
lesser beings unable to contain their urges started screaming
and yelling. The first meat beast to meet them was shaking
holding a farming implement in its hand, it went under in a
tide of lesser beings screaming as they bit into its flesh, it was
almost certain that this one would not join there ranks as
crimson blood sprayed into the air.
Rounding the corner Kourusi found himself in the village
centre, standing outside one of the large buildings the meat
beasts had gathered, halberds bristling outwards, a larger one
wearing plate stood in the centre of their group bellowing at
the other beasts around it. Allear and his cohorts hit them
from the side like a thunderbolt a tide of yammering lessers
breaking over their lines.
Kourusi couldn’t take it any more he joined the fray, laying
around him with his halberd Kourusi started shouting
“Meeeaaaa!” as he felt meat beast bones and flesh parting
under his weapon. Seeing one of the meat beasts stood at the
back on the steps using magika, he focused all of his hunger
his rage and its head exploded as the mind shard broke it
apart.
After the fight was over Kourusi was feasting on the dead the
warm blood a salty tang on his tongue. Near him a fresh
lesser, one of the meat beasts brought down during the night,
was eating from a small shape. Kourusi tried to remember
the feeling of being a meat beast, a human... but the thought
was fleeting.

“The Druggoi are a plague on the world, unknown of until 400 years ago they are the gods
punishment of the Kingdom Of Dorr come to infest the world. The people of the Tueden
League have suffered two Great Incursions and now the whispers in the Inns is that they
could be coming again.”

The Dragoul are humanoid creatures that have been
afflicted by the Dragoul Curse. This curse ravages the
body normally making people mindless killers and ambush
predators thirsting for raw flesh to propagate the disease.
The afliction makes the creature have ashen skin, a
distended jaw and their skin becomes very waxy and
sunken leading to a skull like visage, among other
deformities.

Terrors are the creatures that stalk nightmares of The
Eightfold Path. A Terror is a creature much larger than a
normal humanoid that has contracted the curse, they could
have been a bear, Trogkyn or Ogyre but now they are
something new. The worse recorded Terror was the Beast
Of Rizka which was an aflicted Dragon. Not only are
Terrors an issue but their calls bring Dragoul as food is
never far from them.

A Glutton is a Dragoul that for what ever reason has
mutated further than their smaller brethren. These
creatures are even more cunning than a Dragoul, almost
double the bulk and vicious. A Glutton is always hungry
and will eat any creature that comes to hand, Dragoul tend
to follow them as where a Glutton is there is bound to be
food and a pack of Dragoul with a Glutton is rarely hungry.
For the Glutton this is also a good arrangement as if they
are unable to find food for any reason, there is always a
Dragoul shaped snack nearby.

Druggoi on the other hand have retained their mental
faculties, even if they aren’t as right thinking as they used
to be, so they use weapons, magika and armour. A Druggoi
can plan an ambush, prepare a trap and talk to you about
the great philosophers... if they don’t take a bite out of you
first.

There are also Dragoul Beasts, these creatures used to be
Dire Wolves and Mountain Lions, now afflicted with the
Curse they roam and are a threat to any one wondering
abroad.

Equipment and Druggoi Covens

Finally there are the Carrion, these creatures follow
Druggoi Covens and feast on the bodies left in their wake,
some are afflicted with the curse and because of this will
attack any non cursed creature that crosses their path.
Individually these creatures are weak but in a flock they
can be deadly.

Weapons
• Axe
• Great Axe
• Hammer
• Great Hammer
• Sword
• Great Sword
• Staff
• Polearm
• Flail
• Greater Flail
• Cleanser
• Dorian Sword
• Dorian Paired Swords
• Dorian Great Sword
• Dorian Polearm
• Crossbow
• Hand Crossbow
• Magika Focus
• Staff Of Power

Cost
2 Gold
11 Gold
8 Gold
21 Gold
8 Gold
18 Gold
4 Gold
11 Gold
13 Gold
15 Gold
15 Gold
12 Gold
25 Gold
33 Gold
19 Gold
21 Gold
12 Gold
6 Gold
13 Gold

Armour
• Travelling Clothes
• Light
• Medium
• Dorian Armour
• Shield
• Spiked Shield
• Targe

Cost
2 Gold
3 Gold
6 Gold
19 Gold
3 Gold
5 Gold
6 Gold

Characters Of The Druggoi
Covens

A Druggoi Coven is often led by a Druggoi but they can be
led by Terrors, Gluttons, Stalkers and Beasts
Leaders and Heroes can be chosen from the following
races:
Race
Druggoi
Terror
Glutton
Stalker
Dragoul Beast

•
•
•
•
•

Cost
78 Gold
307 Gold
82 Gold
26 Gold
29 Gold

Henchmen Of The Druggoi
Covens

Many lesser creatures follow a strong leader, these models
can all be recruited as henchmen.
Henchmen can be chosen from the following races:
Race
• Druggoi
• Terror
• Glutton
• Stalker
• Dragoul Beast
• Carrion
• Dragoul

Cost
78 Gold
307 Gold
82 Gold
26 Gold
29 Gold
35 Gold
15 Gold

Druggoi Covens and Dominance

Dominance is very important in a Druggoi Coven as such
you may not take models in your warband that have a
higher dominance than your leader. The dominance Levels
are below:
Race
• Druggoi
• Terror
• Glutton
• Stalker
• Dragoul Beast
• Carrion
• Dragoul

Dominance
4
3
2
1
1
0
0

Only Druggoi models can be given equipment the list of
equipment Druggoi models can take is listed below:

A character belonging to the Mordanburg State Guard may
be trained in the following fighting styles:
•
•
•

Vargan
Vazukov
Organsien

The first fighting style costs 10 Gold, each additional
fighting style costs an amount of Gold equal to the number
of fight styles that the character will have with this new
fight style multiplied by 10 Gold.
A character belonging to the Mordanburg State Guard may
learn any of the following Magika Schools:
•
•
•

Dark
Soul
Flesh

The first magika school costs 5 Gold, each additional
magika school costs an amount of Gold equal to the
number of magika school that the character will have with
this new magika school multiplied by 5 Gold.

Druggoi Coven Faction Rules

The Curse: When a model is injured in combat by a model
from the Druggoi Covens replace the normal injury roll
with a curse roll instead.
If the enemy model is a henchman roll and if they are a
character roll . If a success is rolled the model is killed
and replaced in play with a new Dragoul. This model is a
level 1 Dragoul.

The Mordanburg
State Guard

Pier looked down at the body smashed at his feet, it was a
goblin, no taller than he, but he had smashed it with almost
contemptuous ease, the stone that had done it not far away on
the paving. Looking up from the pitiful creature Pier saw the
massed ranks of Mordanburg State Guard around him, their
Halberds held firm in front of them a mix of Humans, Orcs,
Dwarves and Gnomes like him. All standing tall to defend the
village of Hagansbrook.

Shouts came from the end of the alley and the steady rhythm
of feet could be heard, many feet. “Soldiers of Mordanburg,
here they come again! Send these motherless curs back to
where they came from!” Raffa shouted as the formation of
bandits rounded the corner. They were a mix of races ranging
from Goblins to at least one Elf and equipped in an eclectic
mix of weapons and armour. They started toward the Guard
formation at a trot.

Loud voices suddenly pulled Pier back into the moment, the
smell of the bloody, urine stained street filling his nose as his
brain came back to where he was. “With respect Captain, we
should march out and take these bandits now!” Lieutenant
Davien sneered toward Captain Raffa his patricians face
showing all the contempt of his upbringing.
“They’ll come again Lieutenants and we are much better
fighting against them in these narrow streets where their
numbers can’t count. Now go back to your unit and make
ready!” Raffa growled back his massive Orc bulk imposing
against the human Lieutenant. Davien snorted and turned
on his heel storming off toward his own unit.

Raffa turned to Pier, “Show them the error of their ways
Pier” he said. Pier reached into the centre of his being,
channelling his magika essence he focused on his training,
making the necessary shape with his hands and speaking the
words of power a hail of magic missiles sprang from his wand
searing through the ranks of bandits now running toward
them. The bolts of pure energy arcing into their bodies the
people hit by the missiles screamed in pain, the smell of
burned flesh wafting back to Pier.

Pier walked up to Raffa “It’ll take a few more years for those
aristocrats to take to heart that ability is better than breeding”
he said to Raffa.
“I know but I wish they wouldn’t try and push their
prejudices at times like this.” Raffa stated quietly. “The
bandits will come again and these Laughing Coffin thugs are
not stupid.”

“Archers, loose!” shouted Raffa and a hail of arrows arced
over the ranks of Halberdiers and into the charging bandits
cutting the first row down. The bandits were almost upon the
lines of halberdiers now.
“Brace Soldiers of Mordanburg!” Pier shouted, and the
many Halberdiers adjusted their stance ready for the charge.
Pier, closing his eyes, once again reached inside to the hard
core of his being, feeling a cool tingling sensation reaching
out from his chest across his skin. Opening his eyes he saw
his arms encased in stone, the spell working just as the
bandits were about to impact…

“The Mordanburg State Guard protect the province of Mordanburg. They are the standing
army of the realm, their fealty sworn too the Patriach. With access to the wizards of the
Nonsuch university a squad of Guardsmen is a tough enemy to fight.”

The Mordanburg City Watch is the state army for the City
State of Mordanburg, they patrol areas throughout the
Mordanburg state and can be found on dark wooded paths
to the streets of the Portsoken district of Mordanburg.
Mordanburg equips its standard soldiers with back and
breast or mail shirts. These men and women are armed
with either polearm (halberd, bills etc.) or bow and arrows.
Many of the members of the city watch come from the
varied races that inhabit the city and you will find human
bowmen and billmen, dwarf billmen and Gnome archers
are common amongst their ranks.
While the normal soldiers of the Mordanburg City Watch
are armed in a standard way with uniform equipment, the
officers and wizards are not. Officers are normally armed
with sword, shield or great sword, normally of an ornate
design and 3/4 or full plate. All of their equipment is bought
at the officers expense so is generally ornate and the
weapon will fit the officer in question, it is not uncommon
to find a Dwarven officer with a great hammer or great axe
or a Gnome officer with a bow and arrow and like the
leader of the State Guard, Grand Marshal Of Mordanburg
Grimwald, they may even be an Orc officer.

Wizards that go to the Nonsuch University in Mordanburg
have to serve out at least a year in the watch. Gnomes and
Humans are the most common wizards although you will
find the occasional proud Elf, although Gnomes are
normally better wizards. Magika in these Fabled Realms
flows from within, a pool of energy accessible by every
creature. It is not effected by crude armour and weapons,
but for a wizard sometimes the best deffence is to hit your
opponent with a spell before they even enter combat.
The State Guard has some of the most famous units in the
lands, with the Patricians Guard numbering amongst them,
these warriors armed with Gnomian Steel Greatswords and
Full Plated Tueden Armour are a sight to behold in combat,
their skill and training making them the equal of many
lesser foes.
Finally you have the Militia units, some famous in their
own right. The most famous the Langa River Guard are
almost a standing regiment, their Blue and White Livery
paid for by the City of Langaholm.

Heroes Of The Mordanburg
State Guard

Officers Personal Equipment

Race
Human Halberdier
Human Bowman
Gnome Bowman
Dwarf Halberdier
Orc Halberdier
Ogre Halberdier
City Watch
Patricians Guard
Patricians Guard Orc
Patricians Gnome
Patricians Dwarf

Weapons
• Hammer
• Great Hammer
• Sword
• Great Sword
• Polearm
• Heavy Spear
• Gnomian Sword
• Gnomian Great Sword
• Bow
• Crossbow
• Hand Crossbow
• Pistol
• Magika Focus
• Staff Of Power

Cost
8 Gold
21 Gold
8 Gold
18 Gold
11 Gold
7 Gold
18 Gold
24 Gold
19 Gold
21 Gold
12 Gold
12 Gold
6 Gold
13 Gold

Armour
• Travelling Clothes
• Light
• Medium
• Half Plate
• Full Plate
• Tueden Armour
• Shield
• Spiked Shield
• Buckler
• Targe

Cost
2 Gold
3 Gold
6 Gold
10 Gold
14 Gold
21 Gold
3 Gold
5 Gold
4 Gold
6 Gold

Items
• Grappling Hook
• Talisman
• Censer

Cost
4 Gold
3 Gold
4 Gold

Mordanburg State Guard characters are chosen from the
list of races below, you can choose any of these to be your
heroes or leader:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost
17 Gold
17 Gold
15 Gold
35 Gold
38 Gold
107 Gold
16 Gold
47 Gold
60 Gold
35 Gold
65 Gold

The Nonsuch University

Any character in the Mordanburg State Guard may take
Magika Schools, but one of your models must to have one
more Magika School than all the others in your Warband.

Henchmen Of The Mordanburg
State Guard

The Mordanburg State Guard is a formed army, therefore
all of their enlisted soldiers are equipped in a uniform
fashion. Below are a list of the henchmen types available to
the Mordanburg State Guard.
Race
• Human Halberdier
• Human Bowman
• Gnome Bowman
• Dwarf Halberdier
• Orc Halberdier
• Ogre Halberdier
• City Watch
• Patricians Guard
• Patricians Guard Orc
• Patricians Gnome
• Patricians Dwarf

Cost
17 Gold
17 Gold
15 Gold
35 Gold
38 Gold
107 Gold
16 Gold
47 Gold
60 Gold
35 Gold
65 Gold

Standardised Equipment

Each type of henchmen has to be equipped with set
equipment, the type equipment and cost is listed below:
Type
• Halberdier
• Bowman
• City Watch

Equipment
Half Plate + Polearm
Half Plate + Bow
Medium Armour + Heavy Spear

Cost
21 Gold
29 Gold
13 Gold

The Patrician’s Guard are slightly different as when you
buy them you can choose to have them armed in one of
three different ways, the types and their costs are listed
below:
Equipment
Tueden Armour, Gnomian Sword + Shield
Tueden Armour + Gnomian Greatsword
Tueden Armour, Sword + Crossbow

•
•
•

Cost
42 Gold
45 Gold
50 Gold

Unlike the common soldiery of the Mordanburg State
Guard a character may buy and take their own personal
equipment into the field. The list of items that can be taken
by characters in the Mordanburg State Guard is listed
below:

A character belonging to the Mordanburg State Guard may
be trained in the following fighting styles:
•
•
•
•

Florikson
Vazukov
Wallenstien
Agatravo

The first fighting style costs 10 Gold, each additional
fighting style costs an amount of Gold equal to the number
of fight styles that the character will have with this new
fight style multiplied by 10 Gold.
A character belonging to the Mordanburg State Guard may
learn any of the following Magika Schools:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light
Dark
Soul
Flesh
Fire
Wind
Earth
Water

The first magika school costs 5 Gold, each additional
magika school costs an amount of Gold equal to the
number of magika school that the character will have with
this new magika school multiplied by 5 Gold.

Mordanburg Faction Rules

Well Trained: A unit in the Mordanburg State Guard
counts their
Level as one higher for working out how
much momentum they can take and how many models can
be in a unit.
Heavily Drilled: A Character in a Mordanburg State
Guard Warband gains
to
for all tests using
.
.

The Sell Swords
Guild

Coming over the fortress wall like a shadow Gwern landed on
the rampart behind the grey cloaked warrior, quickly
readying his sword he thrust it through the human’s neck and
lowered him to the floor the man chocking on his own blood.
Gwern had a measure of control found rarely in goblins,
which made him useful for this kind of work, but the style of
work would soon change. Gwern lowered a rope over the wall
to his cohorts in the Laughing Dagger Company below and
tying it off he started to look for the nearest entrance into the
building.
Finding a door in a nearby tower Gwern turned back and saw
that Niallan and Reghan had also made the top of the wall,
he motioned for them to come over to him. Niallan, another
goblin, sidled up to the door and checked its handle, it wasn’t
locked. Looking disappointed he eased the door open slowly a
crack and peered through, he then indicated to Gwern and
Reghan five people were on the other side and mouthed
quietly “All humans, eating”.
All three had their weapons out now, Niallan a crooked and
curved axe and Reghan a brutal looking maul. Gwern said
“On three”
“One”
“Two”
“Three!”

Niallan flung the door open with a mighty crash as the three
of them rushed the room, the Grey Cloaks of the Eightfold
path jumped up from their table and were stood surprised as
the goblins crashed into them in a flurry of blows. This was
normal goblin fighting a scrabble of bodies and wild hacking,
blood sprayed all over Gwern and his arm felt the vibration of
blade on bone as his sword took a Grey Cloaks eye and half
of his face. He felt a foot on his back as one of the others,
Niallan or Reghan, used him as a push off point to get at one
of their opponents.
One of the Grey Cloaks had managed to lay his hand on his
axe and turned to face Gwern his face a mask of fear. This
drove Gwern into a frenzy, his arms pistoning forward with
thrusts and cuts, the Human couldn’t hope to block all of
them and soon the shredded body lay at Gwern’s feet.
Turning Gwern saw Rghand throw one of his Gnomian
Darts, a trophy from a previous fight, into the back of a
fleeing Grey Cloak.
Around the three goblins lay the mangled bodies of their
three opponents the heavy breathing of last breaths and the
abattoir smell a testament to their fury. Gwern turned back to
the mangled body of the first man he had dealt with. “W-Why
are you here?” the man garbled out of his ruined face.
With a smile on his face Gwern replied, “For the money of
course”, before ramming his blade through the man’s chest.

“Sellswords, they can be your worse enemy or heroes in your time of need. Only the money
matters to them, for some bands they don’t mind whether you gave them a job and paid
them or they blackjacked you and robbed you blind. I mustn't talk to badly about them
though, professional courtesy one Sell Sword to the others.”

Sellswords can be mercenaries, bandits and rogues that
have banded together to make some coin.
They are a mix of races including Elves, Dwarves, Gnomes,
Goblins, Orcs and Humans. They are also equipped with
functional gear normally bought at their own expense, so it
isn’t uncommon to see a leader of a Sellsword band in
Tueden Plate with a Gnomian Sword or Greatsword while
the common men in the group will be in a padded jack with
only a shield and hand axe for equipment.
These sellswords work all over the Fabled Realms so they
may carry more exotic versions of weapons that would be
common, be it Ironwood Swords, Langa Bidents or Akivan
Kukris. Their equipment is a lot more utilitarian than any
other faction, if it doesn’t stop you from dying or kill some
one else quicker then it isn’t worth having... well unless it's
a trophy, there’s always room for trophies in the mind of
many a Sell Sword.

The most common faction you will find Elves in, outside of
Nihoan or Sindarin forces, is the Sell Sword faction as
young Nihoan’s will often join these bands to test their skill.
Although sometimes these Elves can be the nastiest of
Mercenaries their superior and egotistical nature spilling
over into spitefulness and masochism.
Sell Sword bands range from honest soldiers trying to earn
a living, turning down jobs that they feel will blacken their
souls, to the most hardened criminals.
A Sellsword band could be a mix of races, but some
warbands only allow certain races or disalow others. The
most renowned example of this of the Laughing Dagger
Company belonging to Cara’Dog Gnome Gobbler a
particularly loathsome Goblin that has a hatred of
Gnomes... unless they’re cooked well enough.

Members Of The Sell Sword
Guild

Sell Sword Guild warbands have access to most of the races
in the Fabled Realms, therefore their options for characters
are the same.
The following races can be members of the Sell Sword
Guild:
Race
Human
Outlaw
Village Drunks
Dwarf
Salvakian Dwarf
Goadapan Dwarf
Gnome
Dominii Gnome
Angaveni Gnome
Elf
Nihoan Elf
Talhoan Elf
Orc
Goblin
Ogre

Cost
14 Gold
14 Gold
16 Gold
29 Gold
35 Gold
35 Gold
13 Gold
17 Gold
15 Gold
25 Gold
32 Gold
32 Gold
30 Gold
13 Gold
98 Gold

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equiping The Sell Sword Guild

All Sell Sword Guild members have access to any
equipment, a Sell Sword Henchmen will always try to have
the best equipment they can. The equipment available is
listed below. Any equipment listed as Ironwood can only be
used by Elves and Karagian items are only used by
Dwarves:
Weapons
Axe
Great Axe
Hammer
Great Hammer
Sword
Great Sword
Staff
Polearm
Spear
Heavy Spear
Flail
Greater Flail
Gnomian Sword
Gnomian Great Sword
Ironwood Sword
Ironwood Great Sword
Karagian Axe
Bow
Crossbow
Hand Crossbow
Musket
Pistol
Javelin
Throwing Spear
Sling
Magika Focus
Staff Of Power

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost
2 Gold
11 Gold
8 Gold
21 Gold
8 Gold
18 Gold
4 Gold
11 Gold
5 Gold
7 Gold
13 Gold
15 Gold
18 Gold
24 Gold
11 Gold
25 Gold
12 Gold
19 Gold
21 Gold
12 Gold
23 Gold
12 Gold
18 Gold
18 Gold
17 Gold
6 Gold
13 Gold

Armour
• Travelling Clothes
• Light
• Medium
• Half Plate
• Full Plate
• Tueden Armour
• Ironwood Armour
• Karagian Armour
• Shield
• Spiked Shield
• Buckler
• Targe
• Ironwood Shield
• Karagian Shield

Cost
2 Gold
3 Gold
6 Gold
10 Gold
14 Gold
21 Gold
11 Gold
30 Gold
3 Gold
5 Gold
4 Gold
6 Gold
8 Gold
14 Gold

Items
• Thieves Tools
• Grappling Hook
• Talisman

Cost
4 Gold
4 Gold
3 Gold

A character belonging to the Eightfold Path may be trained
in the following fighting styles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Florikson
Talhoffen
Vargan
Vazukov
Wallenstien
Glorfindon
Agatravo
Organsien

The first fighting style costs 10 Gold, each additional
fighting style costs an amount of Gold equal to the number
of fight styles that the character will have with this new
fight style multiplied by 10 Gold.
A character belonging to the Eightfold Path may learn any
of the following Magika Schools:
•
•
•
•

Fire
Wind
Earth
Water

The first magika school costs 5 Gold, each additional
magika school costs an amount of Gold equal to the
number of magika school that the character will have with
this new magika school multiplied by 5 Gold.

Sell Sword Guild Faction Rules

No Trick To Low: A Sell Sword Model gains to
as long
as at least one other Sell Sword Model is in the same
combat.
In It For The Money: When a Sell Sword Guild Warband
has to take a nerve test they roll
per additional
Warband Character instead of
.

Equipment

“Equipment, it's the most important asset you have. A sword gone blunt wont cut, a chest
plate ill looked after can break buckles and fall and a shield untreated will rot allowing the
killing blow through. Look after your kit and your kit will look after you.”

Equipment And Availability

Equipment comes in three levels of availability;

• Basic or Common: These items can be bought relatively
easily even if they are less or more expensive. This can be a
common axe or spear, right up to a full harness of plate
armour.
• Rare: These items are hard to get hold of, either because
they use materials or skills that are incredibly hard to get
hold of to make. Or because they are only made in some
areas of the world.
• Legendary: Some special characters will have
Legendary equipment this equipment can only be used by
that Character.

All equipment is listed under its availability.

How Much Equipment Can A
Model Carry

A model may carry one set of body armour . They may also
carry a number of weapons equal to their stamina ( ) level
+1. They may only use 2 one handed items or 1 two handed
item at a time though. To change items in a models hands
costs 1 momentum, all models in the unit may change items
for this cost. A shield or buckler counts as a weapon for
this.
Items are equipment that do not count towards the number
of weapons a model may carry or the number of pieces of
equipment they may carry for their stamina level ( ).

Looting Bodies

After the battle the victor of the game may loot all the
bodies with all equipment in play going into their
Warband’s horde.

Selling Items

In a Legacy Campaign Warbands follow their own rules for
selling equipment, these are covered in the Legacy Rules
section.

Common Equipment

Sword
A sword is not only a weapon of war, it is a status symbol.
Best used against lightly armoured foes a sword is very
good for fencing.
Cost: 8 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Weapons:

Special Rules: Parry (1)

Hand Axe

Spear

This common tool is found in many villages and towns. The
statistics for an axe can represent just as easily a butcher’s
cleaver to a weighted battle axe.

One of the most frequently seen items on a battlefield a
spear gives the wielder a measure of reach over their
opponents, it is also fairly cheap to produce and can be
used with a shield.

Cost: 2 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: None

Hammer or Mace
These common implements are very powerful in combat,
crushing bones and bludgeoning people. This represents
either a Hammer or a Mace.
Cost: 8 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: High Impact (1)

Sling

Different to the common farmers tool these slings shoot
lead shot that can penetrate through mail and helmets. A
slinger is a highly trained individual able to accelerate their
shot to incredible speed.
Cost: 12 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: 8"
Shoot (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: High Impact (1), Move and Shoot

Cost: 5 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier: One Handed

Special Rules: Reach

Staff
A stout wooden staff is often a weapon used by wizards and
travellers. It allows you to strike an opponent outside the
range of their weapon even if it doesn’t do much damage.
Cost: 4 Gold
Two Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier: None

Special Rules: Parry (1)

Great Axe
A Great Axe is a weapon of butchery, requiring two hands
to wield this massive weapon crushes through bone and
armour with ease.
Cost: 11 Gold
Two Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (1), High Impact (1)

Great Hammer

Flail

A Great Hammer is one of the most devastating weapons
used in close combat. The attack of this weapon can go
straight through armour crushing the person beneath.

The flail is a traditional weapon used in the Tueden League
as the Nihoan slaves that fled into the forests fought their
oppressors with agricultural flails.

Cost: 21 Gold

Cost: 11 Gold

Two Handed Weapon

One Handed Weapon

Range: Combat

Range: Combat

Combat (

Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (1), High Impact (2)

Great Sword

A Great Sword is a masters weapon, able to parry and
block as well as cut through armour and bone. A Great
Sword is much more suited to a battlefield compared to a
normal sword.
Cost: 18 Gold
Two Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Parry (1)

Polearm

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (2), Guard Break.

Heavy Spear

A heavy spear has a strong haft allowing the user to put all
their weight behind the strike, these weapons are very
common among the beast hunters of the Eightfold Path and
the City Watch of the Mordanburg State Guard.
Cost: 11 Gold
Two Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Reach

Bow

A Polearm is a weapon for bodies of trained men, these
vicious weapons can open up a suite of armour and bash in
the skull of any opponent.

A Bow can be a hunting bow or a war bow. Designed to kill
a target from range a volley of arrows shot from bows is
enough to concern even heavily armoured men.

Cost: 11 Gold

Cost: 19 Gold

Two Handed Weapon

Two Handed Weapon

Range: Combat

Range: Table, a bow can shoot anyone as long as it has line
of sight.

Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: High Impact (1)

Greater Flail

Made of a haft and a chain connecting to either a metal ball
or a wooden length, this weapon is very aggressive but due
to the issues caused by the weapons balance it is often slow
to use.
Cost: 13 Gold
Two Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (1), Guard Break.

Shoot (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: None

Crossbow

A Crossbow is a mechanical tool of destruction, a bolt from
one of these weapons can punch a fully armoured man off
his feet.
Cost: 21 Gold
Two Handed Weapon

Range: Table, a Crossbow can shoot anyone as long as it
has line of sight.
Shoot (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: High Impact (1), Slow Firing

Javelin

A javelin is a weapon used at close range, normally by
skirmishers.
Cost: 18 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: 20"
Shoot (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Move and Shoot

Throwing Spear

Heavily used by the Eightfold Path, the Throwing Spear is
a heavy javelin. It has more penetrating power than a
javelin and is still able to be used in combat, the downside
is that it isn’t as good in combat as a proper spear and
doesn’t have the range of a Javelin.

Hand Crossbow

Common among the less savoury denizens of the League
these small weapons can easily be concealed and allow you
to provide a nasty shock to anyone at close confines.
Cost: 12 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: 8"
Shoot (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Slow Loading, High Impact (1), Pistol

Armour:
Travelling Clothes

One Handed Weapon

The most basic level of armour, this piece of equipment
represents clothing that has been reinforced to cope wihth
the rigours of the travelling life and in some cases it can
turn a blade.

Range: 15"

Cost: 2 Gold

Cost: 18 Gold

Shoot (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Reach, Move and Shoot

Pistol

Body Armour
Defence (

) Modifier:

One of the many styles of black powder weapons making
their way through the Tueden League. The designs
originally came from the Igmarian’s, but now they are
made in some of the major cities of League.

Special Rules: Counts as Light Armour

Cost: 12 Gold

This simple armour can be anything for a Gambeson to a
Buff Coat. Offering limited protection these items are still
warn by those that want little encumbrance or can not
afford something better.

One Handed Weapon
Range: 8"
Shoot (

) Modifier:

Light Armour

Cost: 3 Gold

Special Rules: Slow Loading, Reload (1), High Impact (1),
Pistol

Body Armour

Musket

Special Rules: None

Another Igmarian invention the musket allows an
untrained warrior to kill a fully armoured opponent. The
downside is although the ball may travel a long distance the
accuracy of the weapon quickly drops off.

Defence (

) Modifier:

Medium Armour

Cost: 23 Gold

The most common armour found in the Fabled Realms, this
piece of equipment represents anything from heavy leather
jacket to a mail hauberk or coat of plates.

Two Handed Weapon

Cost: 6 Gold

Range: Table, a Musket can shoot anyone as long as it has
line of sight.

Body Armour

Shoot (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Slow Loading, Reload (1), High Impact (1),
Low Accuracy

Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: None

Half Plate

The best armour normally available to henchmen, this
piece of equipment represents a half set of plate over a mail
coat or plates covering large parts of your body. This
armour is expensive but still fairly common.
Cost: 10 Gold
Body Armour
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (1), Counts As Heavy Armour

Full Plate

Some of the best armour available in the League. This
armour represents a model in a full plate cuirass or
brigandine with full arm and leg protection. Only available
from skilled armourers this armour is just as much a
statement of wealth as it is protection.
Cost: 14 Gold
Body Armour
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (1), Counts As Heavy Armour

Buckler

A buckler allows you to deflect the blow of an opponent and
in the hands of a skilled warrior can be the difference
between life and death.
Cost: 4 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Defence (

) Modifier: None

Special Rules: Parry

Targe

A targe allows you to parry like a buckler but the spiked
boss allows you to attack. These items are favoured by
pirates and bandits.
Cost: 6 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Defence (

) Modifier: None

Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Parry

Items

Shield

A shield is one of the best items you can take for a cheap
cost, it allows a bit better defence and can help out when
encountering the more dangerous opponents in the fabled
realms.
Cost: 3 Gold

Thieves Tools

This set of equipment allows you to increase one of your
dice by 1 level for any lockpick checks.
Cost: 4 Gold

One Handed Weapon
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: None

Spiked Shield

A spiked shield allows you to attack and defend, these
shields are not common but they are very effective in the
right hands.

Grappling Hook

This piece of equipment allows you to increase one of your
dice by 1 level for any climb checks.
Cost: 4 Gold

Talisman

Cost: 5 Gold

This item is an icon to the bearers god or some form of
good luck charm. The model wearing it feels that they are
better off with it.

One Handed Weapon

Morale (

Defence (

) Modifier:

Cost: 3 Gold

Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: None

) Modifier:

Rare Items

Dorian Sword

Weapons

The swordmasters of Dor created a sword using Dorian
Iron found in the ancient catacombs of the city, this metal is
only known as Iron as there is no similar material.

Gnomian Sword

Cost: 12 Gold

Gnomish blades are in high demand among the wealthy
and influential within the Tueden League, the steel is made
of a much greater quality than standard blades holding a
finer edge and point. A Gnomian Sword is worth more
than a full plate set of armour.

One Handed Weapon

Cost: 18 Gold

Special Rules: High Impact (1), Parry (1)

One Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Parry (1)

Gnomian Greatsword

Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Paired Dorian Swords

Some Dorian blades were made specifically to work
together. These paired swords have one longer and one
shorter sword allowing the wielder to parry effectively
before delivering a crushing blow to their opponent.
Cost: 25 Gold

A Gnomian Greatsword is a revered and sought after
weapon, the steel only comes from the Gnomian Peninsular
and its sale is hotly watched by the Dominii States.

Two Handed Weapon

Cost: 24 Gold

Combat (

One Handed Weapon

Special Rules: High Impact (2), Parry (3)

Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Range: Combat
) Modifier:

Dorian Greatsword

Special Rules: Parry (1)

A Dorian Greatsword is a massive weapon, heavier than
any other Greatsword the crushing blows delivered from
these weapons can rupture steel.

Ironwood Sword

Cost: 33 Gold

The Elves of the Sindari Isles grow and harvest Ironwood,
as this wood ages it gets harder and harder getting to a
point when it is stronger than steel.

Two Handed Weapon

Cost: 11 Gold

Combat (

One Handed Weapon

Special Rules: High Impact (3), Parry (1), Bulky (1)

Range: Combat

Dorian Polearm

Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Parry (1)

Ironwood Greatsword

Range: Combat
) Modifier:

The elite soldiers of the ancient city of Dor used to carry
heavy bladed Dorian Iron polearms, these weapons could
inflict horrific injuries on their opponents.
Cost: 19 Gold

Even after harvesting and working an Ironwood Sword will
strengthen as it ages, meaning that many swords have been
in Elven families for centuries.

Two Handed Weapon

Cost: 25 Gold

Combat (

Two Handed Weapon

Special Rules: High Impact (2)

Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Parry (2)

Range: Combat
) Modifier:

Karagian Axe

Karagia Steel is made by the dwarves of Karag-Haim,
using incredibly high temperatures they mix together Iron
and Fleaskite together to make an incredibly light but
strong metal.
Cost: 12 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Parry (1)

Greater Cleanser

A flail used by The Militant Order Of The Eightfold Path
the Cleanser has a censor built into the head that provides
spiritual aid to the men of the Path.
Cost: 17 Gold
Two Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (1), Censer.

Cleanser

The Cleanser is a sign of the Path Warden sect of the
Eightfold Path, this includes the Path Wardens and Path
Guardians.
Cost: 15 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Range: Combat
Combat (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (2), Censer.

Staff Of Power

A Staff Of Power is a magic focus that can also be used as a
defensive weapon, they take many shapes but they all have
some similarities. Most are originally staves of some kind,
but they can be as ornamental or plain as the wizard feels is
necessary.
Cost: 13 Gold
Two Handed
Range: None
Defence (

) Modifier:

Magika (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Parry (1)

Items
Censer

The Eightfold Path’s officers often carry censers of white
sage that burns of and helps to protect their earthly bodies
from the corruption of the Six.
Cost: 4
Special: Censer

Armour:
Tueden Armour

The armourers of Tuedenburg have perfected the art of
making steel plate harnesses. With every curve and joint
form fitted to the owner.
Cost: 20 Gold
Body Armour
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (1), Counts as Heavy Armour

Magic Focus

A magic focus is any item that is small and can be used one
handed that the user that has imbued with part of their
magika energy that they can call upon at a later date. This
can be in the form of wands, talismans or sceptre for
example.
Cost: 6 Gold
One Handed
Range: None
Magika (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: None.

Ironwood Shield

Ironwood Shields are made from the bark of the Ironwood
tree, this creates a shield able to block most weapons and
turn aside those it can’t block.
Cost: 8 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Parry

Ironwood Armour

The Sindarin make a form of armour using cloth lacquered
with the sap of the Ironwood tree, this cloth hardens as the
Ironwood sap dries making the cloth ridged at which point
the artificer coats it with a layer of bluequince berry juice,
with alternating layers of applied of Ironwood Sap and
bluequince juice. This process is repeated 6 times per layer
of cloth with the best Ironwood Armour having as many as
4 or 5 layers of cloth on the cuirass alone.
Cost: 11 Gold
Body Armour
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Counts As Light Armour

Dorian Armour

Made by the ancient artificers of Dor the metal for this
armour can no longer be produced, ancient cuirasses are
sometimes found in dungeons and catacombs and with
strapping and harnesses redone can be worn anew.
Cost: 15 Gold
Body Armour
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Dorian

Karagian Armour

Made of Karagian steel this armour allows the wearer to
receive the most powerful of blows with little ill effect at
nowhere near the cost in weight of a normal set of full plate
harness.
Cost: 30 Gold
Body Armour
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Counts As Heavy Armour

Karagian Shield

Made of Karagian steel these shields are heavy but provide
a superior level of protection.
Cost: 14 Gold
One Handed Weapon
Defence (

) Modifier:

Special Rules: Bulky (1)

Fighting Styles

“Weapons training is common among warriors within the Tueden League, this varies from
the precision of Talhoffen to the unrelenting fury of Vargan. Schools train in these fighting
styles and manuscripts can be found the length and breadth of the land.”

Fighting Styles

Characters can learn a number of Fighting Styles, this will
vary based on their background and location within the
Fabled Realms.
When choosing fighting styles for a character it will be
worthwhile considering not only the single statistic
increases that this provides for the character but also the
ability cards that it enables your character to use.
Fighting styles are counted as Traits.

Purchasing Fighting Styles

When creating a character a player may buy them a
number of fighting styles.
The first fighting style costs 10 Gold, each additional
fighting style costs an amount of Gold equal to the number
of fight styles that the character will have with this new
fight style multiplied by 10 Gold.
For example a model with 2 fight schools already looks to
have a third fight school.
It would cost 30 Gold for the 3rd fighting style, 3 styles x 10
Gold = 30 Gold. Leading to a total cost for fighting styles of
60 Gold.

Fighting Styles

Vargan

Talhoffen

Developed in the fighting pits of Mordanburg this style is a
mix of gladiatorial fighting and showmanship. The style
concentrates on exchanging your defence and speed to
encourage an opponent to attack, leaving an opening for a
response.

This style of fighting arose in the state of Helmburg on the
upper reaches of the river Tal. Created by a Tueden nobles
third son Gurnstien Oft Tueden a well known duellist, after
a particularly spectacular duel he fled Tuedenburg and
moved to the small town of Talhoffen. After a few years
Gurnstien started training other young nobles and set up a
school for duelling at Talhoffen. The new Talhoffen school
started training these young nobles in the new style of
fighting and soon the Talhoffen fighting style became
popular throughout the league.
The Talhoffen style is now very popular and the City of
Talhoffen has grown almost exponentially.
Modifier: +

to Combat (

)

Keywords: Talhoffen

Florikson
A dwarven fighting style developed in Goda-Haim.
Originally started by Sunni Florikson the fighting style was
developed during the Godain Wars between Goda-Haim
and the Dominii Republic. Godan Dwarven warriors were
fighting outnumbered against Ibarian Goblin and Orc
Mercenaries in the employ of Dominii and as such needed a
way to engage and defeat multiple opponents at once. This
led to a fighting style based on fluid movements and cutting
actions where each flowing blow led into the next.
Popular among Dwarves and other warriors that normally
fight against high numbers of opponents Florikson is one of
the eight common fighting styles.

This style is still very popular in the fighting pits, with all
fighters definitely ending up bloody.
Modifier: +

to Combat (

)

Keywords: Vargan

Organsien
A fighting style developed for warriors with a great deal of
strength, only matched by Wallenstien, this style involves
use of extreme strength, enough to keep their blows fast or
single crushing blows. An Orc style originally, it was
developed in the Iberian Isles.
Now used the length and breadth of the Tueden League this
style is favoured by Orcs and Dwarves.
Modifier: +

to Combat ( ), +

to Stamina ( )

Keywords: Organsien

Glorfindon
A style of combat developed by the Elves of the Sindarin
Isles. This style developed from the ritualised fighting
between Sindarin Chiefs. These fights were always to first
blood and involved quick rapid strikes and flashing parries.

Keywords: Florikson

Now fully developed, this style of combat encourages fast
fighters to leverage their speed to their full and an Elf in
Ironwood Armour with an Ironwood Sword can be a
terrifying dervish when trained in this style.

Vazukov

Modifier: +
( )

One of the oldest fighting styles in existence, the first
instances of Vazukov being used is lost to the mists of time.
A fighting style based off of defence and holding off an
opponent until you get a perfect opening. Many opponents
look down on those practising the style, that is until they try
and break through the practitioners defence, blow after
blow deflected until, opening themselves up to the Vazukov
practitioner, they are defeated.

Keywords: Glorfindon

Modifier: +

Modifier: +

to Combat (

), +

to Defence (

to Situational Awareness (

Keywords: Vazukov

)

)

to Combat ( ), +

to Situational Awareness

Wallenstien
Another traditionally Orc style of combat, Wallenstien is
focussed on the combatant leveraging their stamina and
strength against their opponents to overpower them or to
provide powerful paries and guards. This school came to
prominence amongst the Orcs of Vendahoffen before the
creation of the Tueden League and is still widely practiced
to this day.
Modifier: +

to Combat ( ), +

Keywords: Wallenstien

to Stamina ( )

Agatravo
Developed in the Grimean Isles the fighting style of
Agatravo is an almost unique training system. The
practitioner is not trained specifically in the use of any
particular weapon but instead they are trained to use their
Magika to form weapons and shields out of thin air. These
weapons take the form of ethereal blades or arcing
projections of force.
This style is often learnt by wizards as many of opponents
are completely surprised by the sudden appearance of
weapons in the wizards hands.
Modifier: +

to Magika ( ), +

Keywords: Agatravo

to Combat ( )

Magika Schools

“All people within the Tueden League have some access to their inner Magika, this can be as
little as summoning a small light or as much as to allow them to cast basic combat spells.
Then there are those trained in the Magikan Arts, these people have been trained to use
their full Magika ability.”

Magika Schools

Characters can learn a number of Magika Schools, this will
vary based on their background and location within the
Fabled Realms.

It would cost 15 Gold for the 3rd magika school, 3 schools x
5 Gold = 15 Gold. Leading to a total cost for magika school
of 30 Gold.

A Magika School only allows a character to use ability
cards with their keywords, so it is always worthwhile
having a look over the available ability cards to the Magika
School before deciding.

Complimentary Schools

Purchasing Magika Schools

When creating a character a player may buy them a
number of Magika Schools.
The first magika school costs 5 Gold, each additional
magika school costs an amount of Gold equal to the
number of magika school that the character will have with
this new magika school multiplied by 5 Gold.
For example a model with 2 magika schools already looks
to have a third magika school.

Some Magika Schools are complimentary to each other and
as such a character with a set of Complimentary Schools
will have access to additional ability cards that use joint
keywords. These ability cards are often more powerful
than those available to the individual Magika Schools. The
complimentary schools are;
Fire - Earth
Earth - Water
Wind - Water
Wind - Fire
Light - Soul
Light - Flesh
Flesh - Dark
Dark - Soul

Magika Schools

The School Of Darkness

The School Of Fire

The Magika School of Sikati is the school of manipulation.
A practitioner of this school can make an enemy fear for
their lives, cloak themselves in darkness and use an enemies
fear to enable them to tap into that persons Magika and use
it themselves. Commonly known as the Dark School or the
School of Darkness it is also known as Myrkur to the
Brigandish and Khwam to the Trogkyn

The Magika School of Vohuun is one of the most aggressive
schools, channelling the users most aggressive traits.
Vohuun is also known as the school of Fire among common
people although it is also known as Pozhar among the
warriors of White Wynnfel and Vatra among the Elves of
the Sindarin.
Keywords: Fire

The School Of Water
The Magika School of Pani’la is the school of flowing
energies, it is a school of subtlety although when pushed a
practitioner can call upon the depths of their Magika to
bring forth a crushing wave. Known as the school of Water
among commoners it is known as Voda among the elves and
Banyua among the Gnomes.
Keywords: Water

The School Of Wind
The Magika School of Nefa’si is a school of misdirection,
calling on their magika to summon fog banks, tornados and
allowing the user to fly. This school is known as Wind
commonly, Kam’ani among the Elves and Gio by the
Gnomes.
Keywords: Wind

The School Of Earth
The Magika School of Yerkir is the school of the unbending
will. Calling forth the elements of the ground with their
Magika practitioners can defend themselves as well as act
aggressively forming fissures and pulling rocks from the
ground and throwing them at their opponents. Known as
the School of Earth commonly it is also known as Ziamlia
among Trogkyn and Pasi among the Elves.
Keywords: Earth

The School Of Light
The Magika School of Vaki is the school of grounding and
peace. A practitioner of this school can use their Magika to
cancel out other practitioners uses of Magika to ground
them back within themselves, to calm their allies and in
extreme cases to create a lance of pure energy obliterating
their targets. Known as the School of Light comonly it is
known as Teriyet by Trogkyn and Oli by the Gnomes.
Keywords: Light

Keywords: Dark

The School Of Flesh
The Magika School of Yaman is the school creation and
death. A practitioner of this school can knit your skin,
repair your bones and keep you alive or on the other hand
boil your blood and drain your life’s energies. Commonly
known as the School Of Flesh it is also known as Mish to
the Brigandish and Unod to the Iberians.
Keywords: Flesh

The School Of Spirit
The Magika School of Dukahn is the school of the esoteric
and the afterlife. A practitioner of Dukahn can use their
abilities to through off an opponents thoughts, see the
shifting realities of the future and even shred your mind.
Commonly known as the School Of Spirit it is also known
as Wiy’an to the Elves and Avi to the Gnomes.
Keywords: Spirit

Legacy Campaign
“Once you have had your first taste of the battles in the fabled realms, people will be
aware of your renown. This is often your legacy, as not many members of warbands
live to settle in homely bliss.”

Legacy Campaign

Well your first battle is over, now its time to count the cost
and any results from victory.
The legacy system in The Legend Of Fabled Realms allows
you to have an ongoing effect from game to game, it allows
you to see your characters grow from fresh recruits to
hardened veterans. This is called a Legacy Campaign.

Creating A Warband

The first thing you need to do is pick your warband, do this
following the rules on pg..., with a limit of 500 Gold. You
may want to read the Legacy Campaign rules for your
warband before picking as each recruits and creates heroes
in a slightly different way.

Work Out Warband Rating

Your warband rating is a measure of how powerful your
warband is when compared to other warbands.
To work out your warbands rating work out the total gold
cost of all your characters and henchmen counting all
characters equipment and skills. Then divide the total by
25 rounding up. So a Warband with a total gold cost of 632
Gold will have a Warband Rating of 26 (632/25 = 25.28
rounded to 26).
This is used when Warbands of unequal size fight each
other. The smaller Warband is the Underdog.
Do not include any gold values for equipment that has not
been allocated to any models.

Process of The Legacy Campaign

Once your warband has been created you need to start
playing some games. This does not have to be against an
opponent using the Legacy Campaign as there are ways to
balance your forces (see pg...).
After the game you work out the Legacy Effects on your
warband, this will tell you about crippling injuries,
casualties, recruitment, skills and all the other details your
Warband leader may need to worry about.
All of the Legacy Effects must be completed in front of your
opponent.

Legacy Effects

To work out the legacy effects on your warband follow the
process below;
1)
2)
3)
4)

Resolve Wounded and Killed models.
Roll for experience gain.
Roll for recruitment and/or income.
Work out new Warband Rating

After following the process you are ready for your next
game.

Retired And Killed Characters

Characters can be retired from a warband (removed from
the roster and no longer part of the warband) in one of five
ways.
1) They can receive a killed result caused by an injury roll
in a game.
2) They can be retired by the player as they may have
received a large number of injuries.
3) They can be reduced to 0 hit points by the wound table.
4) They can choose to retire with a “I Used To Be An
5) Adventurer Like You” result on the wound table.
6) The model may have an ill effect caused by the captured
result on the wound table.
A retired model is no longer available and is removed from
the roster, you may not use them again in your Legacy
Campaign.

Resolving Killed and Wounded Models

A model that was Wounded or Killed in the last game must find out what happened to it. In the case of Henchmen killed
models are retired from the warband roster, wounded models have no ill effect and are available in the next game.
Characters on the other hand have a different process. Killed characters are retired from the warband roster and are no
longer available. If the model has been wounded roll a D66 on the Injury Table below and find the result of the wound;
D66 Roll

Injury Or Ill Effect

Effect

11-12

Blow To The Head

Reduce Situational Awareness Level By 1

12-14

Blow To The Hand

Reduce Combat Level By 1

15-16

Crushed Finger

Reduce Shoot Level By 1

21-22

Broken Rib

Reduce Defence Level By 1

23-24

Broken Arm

Reduce Stamina Level By 1

25-26

Cracked Skull

Reduce Magika Level By 1

31-32

Savage Wounds

Reduce Morale Level By 1

33-34

Concusion

Reduce Command Level By 1

35-36

Severe Chest Wound

Reduce Hit Points By 1

41

“I used to be an Adventurer Like You”

This character has had enough, they retire from the warband.

42-46

Captured

Captured by the opponents, this model hopes for mercy.

51-53

Horrible Scars

This model gains the Terrifying (1) special rule. If they
already had Terrifying they gain +1 to their Terrifying.

54-56

Surviving A Perilous Journey

This model gains an additional, unmodified, advancement roll.

61-66

Full Recovery

This model recovers with no ill effect.

A captured model follows the specifics factions special rules for captured models. A player may choose to complete a rescue
mission before the effect happens to their model, if they do use the Rescue scenario on pg... using the captured model as the
model needing to be rescued.
Loss of levels or statistics; if a model receives a result that reduces a statistic this decreases the level of the statistic by 1, to do
this the player may reduce a die type, so
to to to
to or loose a
from the statistic. The exception to this is hit
points which are reduced by 1 every time the Severe Chest Wound result is rolled. If a statistic is reduced to zero then any
further results causing a reduction of this stat count as a Severe Chest Wound. If hit points are ever reduced to zero the model
is killed.

Advances In Abilities

After the effect on all wounded and killed models has been
worked out you work out all characters individual
advancements.
For characters you pick one statistic and roll 1D6, add any
experience gained in the battle, if the result is higher than
the stats level you may add one level. So for example a
model with
in
would need to roll 4 or more.
If the model succeeds they may make one advancement in
that statistic following the rules on pg....
You then increase the characters level by 1 and their cost by
10 Gold.
These advancements can contradict loses caused by
wounds.

Experience Modifiers

The advancement test may be modified with several effects.
The most basic ones are listed below;
For each model wound caused during the game +1 EXP.
For each Magika Ability card specific ability successfully
used during the game that does not cause a wound +2 EXP.
For the Leader of the Warband that won the scenario +1
EXP.
Individual scenarios may have additional modifiers.
Any modifiers used do not carry over, this means that if
you fail to advance all experience gained for the last battle
is lost.

Skills

Any time a Character rolls 10 or more they may choose to take a skill. The skill they can choose is based on the Statistic they
chose to roll on.
Statistic

Special Rule

Statistic

Special Rule

Situational Awareness

Exceptional Speed

Stamina

Natural Endurance

Situational Awareness

Sure Footed

Stamina

Uncanny Strength

Situational Awareness

Woodsman

Stamina

Tremendous Brawn

Situational Awareness

Quick Aim

Stamina

Hard To Kill

Situational Awareness

Quick Reactions

Stamina

Superior Endurance

Combat

Aggressive

Magika

Natural Magika

Combat

Cutting Blow

Magika

Combat Casting

Combat

Weapon Proficiency Combat Weapons

Magika

Skilled Casting

Combat

Sharpened Blade

Magika

Magika Resistance

Combat

Bladestorm

Magika

Stillness

Shoot

Exceptional Shot

Morale

Exceptional Resolve

Shoot

Quick Shot

Morale

Iron Will

Shoot

Weapon Proficiency Ranged Weapons

Morale

Determination

Shoot

Rapid Shots

Morale

Fighting Spirit

Shoot

Well Placed Shot

Morale

Test Of Mettle

Defence

Resilient

Command

Natural Leader

Defence

Defensive Formation

Command

Seize The Moment

Defence

Skirmishers

Command

Cool Under Pressure

Defence

Tough As Old Boots

Command

Well Drilled

Defence

Dodge

Command

CommandingAura

Each special rule can only be picked once, if a model already has the special rule they may not pick it. Instead of a skill a
model may pick a new Fighting Style or Magika School available to their faction.
After picking a Skill, Fighting Style or Magika School the character adds 20 Gold to their cost and increases their level by 1.

Henchmen And Advances

Buying Rare Items

Henchmen advance in a different way to characters, for
each henchmen group roll on a success the whole
henchmen group increases its level by 1. Choose 1 Statistic
and increase its level by 1.

Once you have started a Legacy Campaign you may only
buy rare items after initial warband creation if you use you
factions rules for gaining rare items. You may buy common
items at any time between games.

The models now add 10 Gold to their cost for warband
rating and for buying in more henchmen to add to the
group.

Work Out New Warband Rating

Roll For Recruitment/Income

A warband in a The Legends Of Fabled Realms Legacy
Campaign is a living entity, growing and improving over
the course of its history.

To work out your warbands rating work out the total gold
cost of all your characters and henchmen counting all
characters equipment and skills. Then divide the total by
25 rounding up. So a Warband with a total gold cost of 632
Gold will have a Warband Rating of 26 (632/25 = 25.28
rounded to 26).

In The Legends Of Fabled Realms each faction has its own
rules and tables for the Legacy Campaign, this allows a
unique flavour on how they progress.

This is the rating your Warband enters its next game with.

If you do not want to use this system then all factions may
use the sellsword income and recruitment system. Each
faction has their Legacy Campaign rules from pg....

After a game the Underdog may spend the difference in
Warband Ratings in a couple of different ways, they may
spend 1 Warband Rating Difference to allow one of their
characters to make an unmodified advancement roll.

Underdog Bonus

Or they may spend 5 Warband Rating Difference to gain
1d6 x10 Gold for your warband, this can be used to buy
additional equipment or to buy additional models.
These can be used multiple times, so for example a game
with a Warband Rating Difference of 10 could be used by
the underdog to generate 2d6 x10 Gold.

Faction Specific
Legacy Rules

“Different groups have different reasons for adventuring and raiding in these Fabled
Realms, a Sellsword is only in it for the money where as a Druggoi wouldn’t give a
gnat’s nut for a single gold coin... but flesh they’d do anything for flesh.”

Factions and the Legacy
Campaign.

Each faction recruits differently, treats captives differently
and sometimes creates heroes in different ways to other
factions.
In this section each faction has their separate Legacy Rules
listed. If you do not want to follow these specific rules then
any faction may use the Sellsword Legacy Campaign rules
instead. When playing a campaign do not swap between
rule sets, so do not choose to play your Faction Legacy
Rules and then next game choose to play Sellsword Legacy
Campaign rules.

Eightfold Path
Legacy Rules

“The Tithe, many a noble signed up for it after the second incursion and the
foundation of The Militant Order Of The Eightfold Path over 300 years ago. Now
they get only the dregs or those fanatical enough to take up the calling.”

Characters And The Eightfold
Path

After Warband Creation The Eightfold path can only
create new characters through the Right Of Blood.

After recruitment pick a number of Henchmen from your
Henchmen groups, roll per Henchmen on a success the
model is turned into a Hero.

The model gains to , to
, 3 additional
advancements, the special rule Resilient ( ), the White
Cloak keyword and 2 Hit Points. They also increase their
level by 4 and their cost by 30 Gold.

The Tithe

The Eightfold Path recruit through the Tithe, this ancient agreement was signed by many lords in the Tueden League after the
Second Incursion of the Druggoi. It promised the value of 1 man in every 100 to The Militant Order Of The Eightfold Path,
some paid in equipment, food and gold, others with volunteers and men. Now not many Lords want to maintain their
ancestors vows, but every year an Ascended Of The Path comes to call.
For each character in the warband roll 1D66 on the table below for recruitment;
D66 Roll

Event

Effect

11-26

Dregs And Vagabonds

Receive 1D6 new recruits. These may be chosen as
Outlaws, Gnomes or Village Drunks. These models only
come with Clothing as equipment.

31-36

We Are Grateful My Lord

Receive D3 new recruits. These may be chosen as
Humans, Dominii Gnomes or Angaveni Gnomes. These models
only come with Clothing as equipment.

41-46

The Tithe Was Good This Time

Receive D3 new recruits chosen from any of the available races.
These models only come with Clothing as equipment.
Also receive 2D6x10 Gold in common equipment.

51-53

Waylaid

This character was waylaid by bandits, they saw them off with
no ill effect but were unable to collect the tithe. They do get to
make an advancement roll due to the experience.

54-56

For The Path

Gain 3D6x10 Gold to spend on common equipment.

61-66

Mother Be Praised

Roll twice again on this chart counting Mother Be Praised Results
as Waylaid.

Captured Models

The Eightfold Path has two options with captured enemy
models that are captured. They may allow any captured
Gnome or Human to take the Right Of Blood, if they do roll
and on a success they are added to the roster as a new
hero. On any other result the model is killed.
Otherwise the model can be sent to the Transmutors, due to
this act of spirituality you may have one of your characters
roll on the Tithe for recruitment as extra resources are sent
from a nearby Commanderie. The captured model
disappears and is never seen again, the model is treated as
killed.
Do not forget the owner of the captured model may attempt
to rescue them with a rescue scenario before any of these
actions are taken. The owner must declare this at the end
of the Legacy Campaign phase.

Weapons Mean More Than Men

During a battle in which the Eightfold Path has lost they
may see if any of the equipment left on the battlefield was
“collected” by them while they were fighting.

Roll
for each piece of equipment on dead models, on a
success the equipment was “liberated” before the end of the
battle. These items are added to the Eightfold Path
Warband’s stockpile.
Dorian Armour and Dorian Weapons may never be added
to an Eightfold Path Warband’s stockpile.

Selling Items

The Eightfold Path does not sell items, it uses every piece of
equipment that comes its’ way. If you wish to get some
equipment off of your roster you may send it back to the
Commanderie. For every 50 Gold worth of Equipment sent
to the Commanderie you may have one hero roll once on
the Tithe for recruitment.
This equipment is removed from your roster.

Rare Items

The Eightfold path has a limited supply of rare items,
instead of rolling on the Tithe any number of characters in
the warband may appeal to the Chapter Master for access
to the Chapters relics. Roll one
per character appealing
on a success the Warband gains 25 Gold worth of Rare
items, if the rare item is not available to the Eightfold Path
at creation it costs double its normal cost.

Druggoi Coven
Legacy Rules

“Druggoi Covens grow almost organically, with conversions happening on the
battlefield and the unnerving ability of those with the Darroul virus to find each other
in the wild. The world fears the next incursion even if there hasn’t been one for 300
years.”

Must Feed

A Druggoi Coven warband including Terrors or Gluttons
have some special rules regarding these creatures appetites.
After rolling for the Hunt each model must eat a certain
number of corpses. This may be corpses from the game
just played. If the Druggoi won the game, each killed
model token counting as 1 corpse.
Otherwise they may eat models in the warband. Each
model in the warband killed counts as one corpse.

Each Terror needs to eat 2 corpses after the Hunt.
Each Glutton needs to eat 1 corpses after the Hunt.
If a Glutton or Terror is not provided with enough corpses
after the Hunt then they leave the warband looking for
better food pickings elsewhere.

The Hunt

The Druggoi Covens recruit through the Hunt, with new recruits created in the devastation wrought by them. A Druggoi
Coven will attack civilized groups within their area until they are forced to move on or until the pickings have become scarce.
Once a creature has had the Darroul curse spread to them via bodily fluid, if they are not consumed in the feeding frenzy, they
will turn into a Darroul, Glutton or worse a Druggoi.
Roll a D66 to see what the Covens hunt has encountered on the table below;
D66 Roll

Event

Effect

11-23

Farmers In The Field

Roll 1D6 per character modified by their type, on a 1-3 receive 1
Woebegone, on a 4-5 receive 1 Dragoul on a 6 receive 1
Stalker and on a 7+ receive D2 Stalkers

24-36

A Caravan To Market

Roll 1D6 per character modified by their type, on a 1-2 receive D2
Woebegones, on a 3-4 receive D2 Dragoul on a 5 receive 1
Stalker and on a 7+ receive 100 Gold worth of Common Equipment

41-53

A Village In The Trees

Roll 1D6 per character modified by their type, on a 1-2 receive D3
Woebegones, on a 3-4 receive D3 Dragoul on a 5 receive D2
Stalkers and on a 6+ receive 1 Glutton Henchman

54-64

Beasts Of The Wild

Roll 1D6 per character modified by their type, on a 1-2 receive 1
Beast, on a 3-4 receive D2 Carion on a 5 receive 1
Stalker and on a 6+ receive 1 Terror Henchman

65-66

A Beast That Walks

Roll 1D6 per character modified by their type, on a 1-2 receive D2
Beasts, on a 3-4 receive D3 Carion on a 5 receive D2
Stalkers and on a 6+ receive 1 Druggoi Henchman

Hunt Modifiers

Different types of characters modify their D3 hunt roll.
You receive the following modifiers depending on the type
of character rolling:
Stalkers: No modifier
Glutton: +1 to your D6
Terror: +2 to your D6
Druggoi: +3 to your D6

Recruiting New Heroes

Whenever a character makes a hunt roll of a natural 6 the
model they recruit is a character. They get the normal
upgrades for being a hero as per the Warband Creation
Rules.

Dominance and Druggoi Covens

In a Legacy Campaign there is a possibility that you may
generate a hunt result that is more dominant then your
current leader. In this case test for dominance.

Roll . If you roll a success then the new model kills your
current leader and replaces them as the new leader, they get
upgraded from their base level the same way they would in
Warband Creation. If you roll a critical, the new model
becomes the Leader of your Warband following the
Warband Creation Rules and your current leader keeps
their stats and loses the Leader special rule. If you do not
roll a success or a critical, then your current Leader is
killed and the new model does not join your warband,
choose one of your current Heroes to become the new
Leader gaining the Leader special rule.

Captured Models

Models captured by a Druggoi coven do not suffer a
pleasant fate roll on a success the model is turned into a
level 0 Dragoul and on a critical the model is turned into a
Druggoi, if you do not get either of these results the model
is eaten. If they are turned into a Druggoi they keep their
original stats gaining the Terrifying (1) special rule, the
Aggressive ( ) and the Resilient ( ) special rules. If they
have any of these rules already just increase them by one
level. So an Aggressive ( ) model would become
Aggressive ( ). If the model is a monster it becomes a
Terror instead following the above rules.
Do not forget the owner of the captured model may attempt
to rescue them with a rescue scenario before any of these
actions are taken. The owner must declare this at the end
of the Legacy Campaign phase.

Selling Items

Druggoi are not interested in Gold and as such they can not
sell items. Druggoi can discard items any time, removing
them from their roster, but they may not buy items so it is
always worthwhile keeping items.

Rare Items

With no interest in gold it is often hard for Druggoi Covens
to get rare items. If the Hunt roll is 41 or higher on the
D66, instead of rolling normally on the result any Druggoi
may instead search the surrounding area for rare items.
Roll per Druggoi searching on a success the Druggoi
finds 20 Gold of rare or common items, on a critical the
Druggoi finds 35 Gold of rare or common items. Druggoi
may select any rare items available to them or Available to
the Mordanburg State Guard.

Mordanburg State Guard
Legacy Rules

“The Mordanburg State Guard is the standing army of Mordanburg, each Company
is based in a Guard Tower. Each Guard Tower has a minimum standing unit of 8
men. Guard Towers always have at least one other Guard Tower within 9 miles of
them meaning even at a brisk walk they should only have to hold out for 3 hours...
well that’s the plan.”

From The Ranks

The current Mordanburg State Guard is set up so that a
persons abilities are prized more than their birth. As such
Captains are encouraged to recognise worth in their
subordinates and develop them as officers.
After Dispatches From The Front a Mordanburg State
Guard Leader may pick one of their Henchmen and roll
on a success a letter from the Leader has received a
response from Headquarters.

The Henchman becomes a Hero, they gain 1 advance in
command, 3 additional advances and 2 hit points. They
increase their cost by 30 Gold and their level by 4.

Dipatches From The Front

Mordanburg State Guard Leaders are known Captains and
have to worry about their influence with Command.
Winning and killing enemy heroes increases their influence
but losing battles and heroes costs them influence.
To represent this Mordanburg State Guard Warbands have
an Influence Economy.
A starting Warband has 2 Influence, this represents their
newly minted Captain’s Influence with Command.
After a game you must work out any modifications for the
Captain’s Influence, the modifiers are listed below;
+2 Influence if you won the battle
+1 Influence for each enemy hero killed
+2 Influence if you killed the enemy Leader
-1 Influence if you lost the battle
-1 Influence for each of your heroes killed.
The Captain may then take a
test representing their
dispatches back to command and how well they can spin
their victories or inglorious defeats. For each success the
Captain gains 1 influence.
If after this the Captain has less than 0 Influence then they
are recalled from service to explain their actions, remove
the model from your roster and pick one of your current
heroes to become your new Leader and Captain. This
model gains the Leader special rule and counts as having 2
Influence.
If the Warband’s Leader is killed replace them with one of
your heroes, this new Leader gains the Leader special rule
and now counts as the Warbands Captain starting with 2
Influence.

Spending Influence

A Mordanburg State Guard Warband can spend their
Influence to gain models and equipment to add to their
Warband, this Influence is spent permanently and the
Warband can never spend enough Influence that it has less
than 1 left.
The things that can be bought with influence are listed
below:
1 Influence: 2 City Watch models with Heavy Spears and
Medium Armour or 50 Gold worth of equipment to use on
Characters.
2 Influence: 3 Mordanburg State Guard Halberdiers with
Pole Arms and Half Plate or 2 Mordanburg State Guard
Bowmen with Bows and Half Plate or 2 Mordanburg
Gnomes with Bows and Half Plate.
3 Influence: 2 Mordanburg Dwarves with Pole Arms and
Half Plate or 1 Patricians Guard with Tueden Armour and
a choice of Gnomian Sword and Shield, Gnomian
Greatsword or Crossbow.
4 Influence: 1 Patrician Guard Orc, Dwarf or Gnome with
Tueden Armour and a choice of Gnomian Sword and
Shield, Gnomian Greatsword or Crossbow.
5 Influence: Mordanburg Ogre with Pole Arm and Half
Plate.

6 Influence: A new hero worth up to 100 Gold.

Captured Models

A model captured by the Mordanburg State Guard is sent
back to Mordanburg to stand trial. The count as killed and
the Mordanburg State Guard Warbands gains 1D6x5 Gold.
Do not forget the owner of the captured model may attempt
to rescue them with a rescue scenario before any of these
actions are taken. The owner must declare this at the end
of the Legacy Campaign phase.

Buying Influence

A Mordanburg State Guard Warband may buy Influence
at the cost of 75 Gold per point of Influence.

Buying Items

The Mordanburg State Guard can use Gold to buy items,
they can buy common items that are available to the
Mordanburg State Guard at their normal cost. These items
may only be given to Characters.

Selling Items

The Mordanburg State Guard Captain can sell excess
equipment in their stores. Any sold equipment generates
Gold equal to half its cost rounded up.
This equipment is removed from your roster.

Rare Items

An Mordanburg State Guard Character can roll per
hero on a success they may gain a rare item worth up to 15
Gold. They may increase the amount of Gold by using
Gold from their warband roster. Any item that is not
normally available to the Mordanburg State Guard can be
bought for tripple its normal cost.

Sellsword
Legacy Rules

“Sellswords work for money, no patriotic fervour, religious beliefs or ravenous need
drives them. To raise and keep a Sellsword band all you need is Gold and lots of it.”

Odd Jobs On The Side

Sellsword Warband’s need to keep the Gold coming in, as
such they often take smaller jobs in between larger contacts
or while chasing down leads.
Each character may take on an Odd Job after rolling for
income. Roll one for each character. On a success gain
10 Gold, on a critical gain 20 Gold and the character may
make an advancement roll. If the do not roll a success or a
critical then they roll once on the Injury Table.

Any that do this may not search for Rare Items.

Income

A Sellsword band gets paid Gold for each job, you roll a
number of dice based on the factors below;

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

1D6 per character
1D6 if the game was won
-1D6 if the game was lost due to failing a nerve test

Roll all the dice together and multiply the result by 10, this
is the amount of Gold that the Warband has been paid after
expenses.

The Tavern

Sellswords recruit in a different style to other warbands,
they may hire any level of Henchmen and any kind of
Sellsword Henchmen just paying the Gold Cost for the
model.
They may also hire more characters, to do this they follow
the rules in the Sellsword army list (see pg...). They may
increase the Characters level over their base level, to do this
they pay 20 Gold for each statistic advancement and 30
Gold for each skill from the skill list. Increase the models
level by 1 for each of these purchases.

Captured Models

A model captured by the Sellswords is sent to fight in the
fighting pits. They count as killed and the Sellsword
Warband gains 1D6x5 Gold.
Do not forget the owner of the captured model may attempt
to rescue them with a rescue scenario before any of these
actions are taken. The owner must declare this at the end
of the Legacy Campaign phase.

Buying Items

The Sellswords can use Gold to buy items, they can buy
common items that are available to the Sellswords at their
normal cost. These items may only be given to Characters.

Selling Items

The Sellswords can sell excess equipment in their stores.
Any sold equipment generates Gold equal to half its cost
rounded up.
This equipment is removed from your roster.

Rare Items

A Sellsword Character can instead of rolling for Odd Jobs
On The Side roll to see about Rare Items in the market.
Roll per hero looking in the marketplace, on a success
they have found a Rare Item that they can buy. They have
to pay for it with Gold from their Warbands roster. Any
item that is not normally available to the Sellswords can be
bought for double its normal cost.

